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Laying d01Mn the law
By Andy Newman

Question 2 on the Nov. 6 ballot asks Portlanders if
they favor changes to local laws governing citizen initiati ves, the process by which citizens propose and vote
on their own laws.
But citizens who have taken the initiative to use those
laws- the people who brought waterfrontdevelopment,
tax cap and anti-obscenity citizen initiatives to Portland
- are opposed to Question 2. They say it makes getting
initiatives on the ballot too difficult.
While Question 2 is about citizen initiatives, the
question itself is not a citizen initiative. It was drafted

Citizen group rejects
Portland's Question 2

Together with representatives of neighborhood and
special interest groups, the council rewrote the ordinance. But the citizen activists still think the cards are
stacked against them, so they're doing what they do
best: they're going straight to the voters, asking you to
and redrafted by the Portland City Council, which must vote against Question 2.
get citizen approval for changes to citizen-initiative laws.
Whether or not the activists succeed in defeating
Last April, dtizen activists from across Portland's Question 2, the twisted trail this question has taken
political spectrum turned out in full force to lambast the toward the Nov. 6 ballot documents an ongOing struggle
council for the first draft of the new rules. "My govern- between Portland lawmakers and the citizens they were
ment was trying to stack the deck against me," said elected to represent.
Walter Gallant, President of Portland's Concerned Taxpayers Assodation.
Continued on page 6

Canvasser Mike Roland puts his back into the campaign whenever he's not out doing footwork.
CBWjTonee Harbert

Citizen-soldiers give their all for The Candidate
By W.D. Cutlip

This year, about half of the "voting public" will
spend election night in front of the television, having
left the voting to somebody else.
Thereafter, many of those nonvoters will spend a
significant portion of their waking hours harping on
the evils of the political system. This approximates
the political contribution of the average American
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consumer - "consumer," that is, as opposed to "citizen." Citizens do things; COnsumers watch.
But at the heart of the American political process,
campaign contributions are often much more than a
casual donation to the thief of choice. Whereas
candidates often prove themselves to be tin deities
with snake oil exteriors, campaign workers tend to
embody all those big words that seem to have died
during the last 50 years, words like "honor," "duty"
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and "civic virtue."
Certainly this is true of the people working in the
Rolde-Cohen race - with some additions. These
people are indeed worthy, high-minded, hardworking citizens.
They also happen to be nuts.
Continued on page 8
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CELEBRATE PCA'S 60TH BIRTHDAY!

ose ourself
emocrac

Stirring songs and
words weave an
inspirmg mu.sical

Monday,
October 29,
7:30 p.m.

and thea[rical
epic of OUf na~
tiona} heritage.
SPonsored by
~~j,'ill.\t;!~

525.520.515,$10

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: October 16 through 23, 1990.

Missouri Repertory Theatre

Shoving match and mudslinging
mark political countdown

Purtland Cum.co i\.\!>OCiation • 262 Cumberland Avenue. Ponbn<..l, M;tinc • 772-H630

ARD-PARKS~GALLERY
Ekorness "Tiara"
Stressless Leather
Chair & Ottoman
regular $995.

MAKE LIFE
WORTH
SITTING!

Special
Purchase

$795.
• Many other models available •
Richard Parks Gallery
Portland Location
Fore St.

Richard Parks

OUTLET
Visil our basement for incredible bargains
on scratch and dent, one of a kind,
and discontinued.

Commercial SI.

PORTLAND
BANGOR
ELLSWORTH
288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street. High Street
774.1322
942·6880
667·3615

F.O. BAILEY ANTIQUARIANS
AUCTIONS • APPRAISALS • SHOWROOM
Serving Maine with Expertise and Experience Since 1819

Joy Piscopo, Pres. 11482
Franklin B. Allen #0191
Jack Piscopo 10192

-presents-

*A Fine Antique Auction*
of the Estate of Mrs. Sally Nelson, Weld, Maine with selected
additions from estates in Ogunquit & Damariscotta, Maine
Saturday,10:00am, November 3,1990
Inspection: 1 to Spm. Friday Nov.2 and 8 to lOam,
mornlng of the sale
at

The F,O, Bailey Gallery
137 Middle Street,
Portland, ME 04101
Directions: From '·295 exk into Franklin Sl. At 5th sa of lights, turn right onto
Middle SI. Gallery is on the right at next intersection.
Featured are: A fme New England corner cupboard, maple Chippendale bracket
base desk, mahogany and country tall clocks, a Hepplewhite mahogany hunt
board, a marquetry lady's desk, a mahogany American bowfront Hepplewhite
chest, a flame grained bracket base blanket box, other fme American furniture,
Oriental Rugs, American folk art and academic paintings & drawings, an important
decorated Civil War drum with family provenance, a Lincoln commission to
Alexander Henderson, chief engineer of the Navy, circa 1861·1862, signed by
Abraham Lincoln from P.T. Barnum, American sUver christening cup, decorative
accessories and more.
Terms, Cub or Personal check If only ')'OU haw: Cltabllshecl c;redlt with f.O. 8a11.r:y prior 10 .ale date.
Stale of Ma.ine requlrel dealers 10 provide a copy of thdr SdJ,tt" Certiflc.ate from their home stale.
A Premium of 100/0 will be applied to all property sold to be paid by the buyer as part of the

pu rchase price.

ANTIQUARlANS

141 Middle Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 774·1479 or 774·1470
FAX (207) 774·7914

Ulhaf about adak:, Marr:J' ?

I'd t.ucar fwee4, play CD '5
of proven popularJ'J order ot'l/y
feeds rfcn In "JoOcl" c.ha/esteroi,
I

and (eotn to t'Ilambo, r/-wmba,
aw;i lor" tafl90 !
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aYlq
ever:fhit'l9 from Lifffe Debble@. 110, I
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TH£ GOOD ECz(z CAFE !
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On the evening of Oct. 22, supporters of Governor John
McKernan and Congressman Joseph Brennan engaged in a
shoving match outside of WGME-TV's studios in Portland as
the candidates tried to enter for a live debate. Police were called
but no arrests were made. The incident topped off a week of
tense campaigning for Maine's candidates for governor and
Congress, when candidates gave the issues a rest and decided
instead it was time to criticize each other's ads and the fine print
on their resumes. Here's a srorecard of the week's slog through
the mud:
In the race between McKernan and Brennan, McKernan
charged Brennan with running an ad making fun of his handling of the state budget that duplicated ad footage from the
1983 Louisiana race for governor.
Brennan's supporters counterattacked, charging McKernan
with accepting a $5,000 rontribution from an Alabama company
that supplied replacement workers during the strike at International Paper. McKernan said he would return the check.
McKernan then criticized Brennan for missing votes on the
House floor while he was campaigning in Maine. Brennan
pOinted out that McKernan had criticized him last month for
ducking debates while he voted in Congress.
The governor also caught Brennan with his gender gap
showing after Brennan told a reporter he didn't know "if there's
anything major we can do" about getting girls to do better in
math and science. The governor organized a press ronference
with his women cabinet members to criticize Brennan for his
"backward thinking," but Brennan countered with a press
conference at which the National Organization for Women
announced they were backing him.
In the 1st District race for Congress, Republican David
Emery charged that Democrat Tom Andrews was taking too
much credit for a tax credit sought and won by Bath Iron Works
last year. Andrews called on Emery to denounce a mailer by the
National Rifle Association that accused Andrews of threatening
the right to private gun ownership because he supports a sevenday waiting period for the purchase of handguns.
And in the race for U.s. Senate, Republican Sen. William
Cohen charged Democratic challenger Neil Rolde with distorting a Cohen national health insurance bill that Rolde said
would not rover breast cancer screenings. Rolde said the
coverage was not on the bill, but Cohen said he had read the
coverage into the Congressional Record.

Maine National to
close 13 branches,
layoff workers
Maine National Bank,
subSidiary of the financiall y
struggling Bank of New
England Corp., announced
Oct. 16 tha tit will close 13
branch offices and eliminate
one-fifth of its workforce.
According to Maine
National's senior vice
president, Ann B, Donaghy,
as part of an overall costcutting plan six branch offices
will be closed or ronsolidated
and seven will be offered for
sale. In addition, there will be
90 layoffs, 60 jobs eliminated
through attrition and another
65 positions cut by selling
lines of business or branch
offices. The branch offices
and jobs affected by the plan
are fairly well-distributed
across the state, Donaghy
said.
Donaghy added that the
initiative had come from
Maine National itself, not

from any pressure from the
ailing Bank of New England.
"This is a plan we would
have carried out regardless of
the (financial rondition of
the) parent company. This
sort of strategic evaluation is
indicative of the financial
industry nationwide," said
Donaghy. In the first half of
1990 Maine National showed
a profit of $4.5 million; Bank
of New England Corp., a loss
of 579.9 million.
Corporate trust services,
payroll processing and
Instacard processing are three
lines of business that will be
eliminated or offered for sale
in an effort to streamline the
bank's operations, Donaghy
said.

Chandler's Wharf
condos sell cheap
On Oct. 20, Chandler's
Wharf condominiums on
Portland's waterfront were
sold at auction for 60 to 70

Continued on page 4
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Who's running?
Where should you vote?
What's on the ballot?

These and other questions
about the democratic process
will be answered in Casco
Bay Weekly's Voter's Guide,
to be published
November 1,1990.
Every vote counts;
make yours informed.
Deadline for political advertising: Oct. 29, at noon.

,

..

Continued from page 2

Antiques
and
Accessories

GERALDINE
ANTIQUE

WOLF

&ESTATE JEWELRY
Tues. - SaL ]0,,0-5

26

MILK STRLLT
rORT L AN n. MAl'" I:. 04 lei

10777.-.004

GREGG LIPTON
CHERRY ROCKER

AVAILABLE AT

DI~

26 ExCHANGE STREET PORTLAND MAINE 0410]
207-775-7049

Zootz liquor
license renewed

ANNOUNCES:

Three New
Iten~s
y

774-1489
Portland
Suburban

772-5200
Portland
Downtown

799-8131

....,."...

S. Portland &
Cape Elizabeth

percent off their original
asking prices. The Liberty
Group project, begun in 1985
at the height of the real estate
boom, has 90 units which
were originally listed at
$208,000 to $386,000. At
Saturday's voluntary auction,
32 condos that remained
fetched only $78,000 to
$142,000. Twenty-three boat
slips were also auctioned off
for $355 to 5530 per foot,
down from the original
asking price of 5900 per foot.
Chandler's Wharf Investment Associates, which
purchased the unsold
condominiums and boat slips
from the Liberty Group in
1988, directed that 16 of the
32 condo units and 11 of the
23 slips were to be sold with
no minimum bid. They
reserved the right not to sell
the remaining units and slips.
As the auction progressed
they added the remaining
units and slips to the sale.
"Apparently they were
willing to take what was
being offered," said Susan
Mason of CSM Real Estate, a
partnership of Keenan
Auction Co.
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FREE
TOPPING OF
GARLIC

FREE
TOPPING OF
SPINACH

FREE
TOPPING OF
SLICED
TOMATO
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The Portland City Council
voted 9-0 at its Oct. 15
meeting to renew the liquor
license of Zootz Dance Club
on Forest Avenue. The
Portland Police Department,
citing a number of noise
complaints from residents of
a nearby elderly housing
facility, had recommended to
the council at its Sept. 17
session that it deny Zootz a
liquor license. The council
unanimously voted at that
meeting to table the license
renewal to allow time for Kris
Clark, owner of the club, to
meet with his neighbors and
address their concerns (CBW
9/20/90).
Clark met with residents
of 10 Congress Square Plaza
on Sept. 26. At that meeting
Clark detailed two policy
changes he had alread y
implemented during the
summer. One change,
requiring patrons who left
Zootz to pay a second cover
charge before coming back in,
was to discourage patrons
from hanging around outside
Zootz. The other, hiring a
security guard during peak
hours Friday and Saturday
nights, was to prevent noise
and rowdy behavior. He
noted that only one complaint had been filed since
those changes had been
made.
Clark agreed to construct
an acoustic baffle door to
minimize the amount of noise
leaving the club. He also
discu~sed plans for a new
room next door to the club,

with a separate back entrance, designed specifically
for chern-free nights. Nine of
the 11 complaints filed
against Zootz stemmed from
noise on chem-free nights,
which attract a younger
clientele.
Clark said he wished
someone from the police
department or 10 Congress
Square had communicated
with him about the noise
problem much earlier, adding
that he would communicate
with the residents on a
regular basis to address an y
future issues.
In a letter to the ci ty
council members, Clark said
media coverage surrounding
the police recommendation
had hurt his business by
creating "the impression that
Zootz is not a safe place for
parents to send their kids.
People associate a bar losing
its license wi th figh ts,
rowdiness, serving minors ...
and yet Zootz has never had
any liquor violations."

...Angie's license
renewed, too
The Portland City Council
voted Oct. 15 to renew the
liquor license of Angie's Pub
on Commercial Street after
owner Stephen Angelone
decided to do away with rock
bands, close the doors to
further customers at 12:15
a.m. and to make himself the
bar manager.
The city council voted last
December to deny Angie's a
liquor license because
Portland police had responded to 15 calls in a sixmonth period and had caught
minors being served in the
bar three times. The state
overruled the city's decision
and the city then appealed
the overruling. According to
Mayor Peter O'Donnell, the
city dropped its appeal once
it learned of Angelone's
changes. 'The guy's shown
he's responsible," said
O'Donnell.
Angelone said he was
"elated" at being granted the
license.

MTA studies four
new Portland
Turnpike exits
Four possible interchange
sites between Exits 6A and 10
in the Portland area will be
the subject of a study commissioned by the Maine
Turnpike Authority (MTA),
according to MTA director
Paul Violette. The proposed
interchanges are part of a
long-range turnpike expansion program set up by the
Department of Transportation (DOT) in 1983.
The study will examine
impacts of the following four
proposals: an outer Congress
Street interchange to connect
the turnpike directly to the
Portland Jetport and the
Maine Mall; an interchange,
probably south of Brighton
A venue, to connect the
turnpike to the Westbrook
Arterial; an interchange to
connect the turnpike to Rte.

302 where the roads cross;
and an interchange at the
turnpike's Falmouth spur
with construction of a threemile connector road to link
Forest Avenue to the spur.
Construction of any of the
proposed interchanges would
begin no sooner than 1993,
after appropriate state and
federal permits were obtained. The interchanges
would take two years to
complete, said Connors.

Portlander buys
The Forecaster
The Forecaster, a community newspaper based in
Falmouth, was purchased for
an undisclosed amount by
Portland's Marian McCue on
Oct. 17. The paper was sold
by Falmouth Forecaster, Inc.,
a corporation conSisting of
Falmouth Police Chief Craig
Hall, Mark Rajotte, Jane
LeShane, and William Lund.
The paper is free and 12,000
copies are mailed bi-weekly
to residents of Yarmouth,
North Yarmouth,
Cumberland and Fal~outh.
McCue is a Yarmouth
native who recently worked
as a reporter for the American Journal in Westbrook.
McCue said that she will act
as publisher and do some
reporting for The Forecaster,
adding that the staff will
remain intact. The editor of
the Forecaster is James
Saunders, Jr., who worked as
a reporter with the Portland
Press Herald and Evening
Express for 25 years before
leaving in '87.

Reported by Joan lvmtro, Randy
Wilson and Andy Newman
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PORTLAND'S FUNSPOT
200 Riverside St., Exit 8

207/772-8033

SATURDAY; OCTOBER 27

8 P.M.

Halloween Party

• A trip to NYC & tickets to "Phantom of the
Opera"

FRED WARD

• 1V/VCR & Video of the Costume Contest

ALEC BALDWIN

• CD Player and 98 CDs

JENNIFER JASON LEIGH
USTEN TO G-98 OR STOP BY THE BOUN7Y
FOR FREE, NO COVER INVITATIONS!

_G98'FM

UUIT

GEORGE ARMITAGE
PlUUUCED If

JONmlAN DEMME
•
GARY GOETZMAN

'-12 Hits in a ROw/

ONON'
HOME

VIDEO

[R].~;c .

YOU'VE WORKED LIKE ADOG...
Kick back and let Us wait on You!

WEIRD NEWS:
"'Police in Opelousas, La.,
spotted Jack Pleasent, wanted
on burglary and attempted
auto theft charges, and gave
chase, but he managed to
elude them. They arrested
him a few hours later,
however, when he showed
up at the police station to see
if anyone had turned in his
wallet, which he dropped
while fleeing.
-Louisiana's racing
commission banned jockey
Sylvester Carmouche from
racing in the state for 10
years. The panel said
Carmouche took ad vantage
of a dense fog at Delta Downs
on Jan. 11 to drop out of the
mile race near the starting
gate, hide in the fog, then
rejoin the other eigh t horses
in time to make a dash for the
finish line. Carmouche
explained the horse doesn't
appear on Videotapes of the
race in progress beca usc : t
broke wide out of the gate
and was all alone on the
outside in the fog. He added
that Landing Officer, a 23-1
long shot which won by 24
lengths, 1.2 seconds off the
track record, simply ran the
race of its life.

HOSPITALITY NIGHT

5to
10pm

Show your restaurant
or hotel pay stub and
recieve the following:

a FREE DINNER '
with the purchase of any entree at the

MARKET STREET GRILLE
(lesser priced entree free)

a FREE MENU ITEM
with the purchase of any other
menu item at

SALUTES
(lesser priced item free)

MA~KEl

<:
D

B
a
~
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Drink Specials
all night in
SALUTES

S\LUTES
II"

IE tj·1

AT THE PORTLAND REGENCY
Corner of Milk & Market Streets
774-4200

WotJt-qiJ~9tP'ZtLower Lobby
151 Middle St.
Portland, Maine

773-1999
OPEN EVERY DAY

10 TO 10

LAYING DOWN THE LAW
Continued from front page

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of prints pJus
Free film every day of ihe week!
Pictures bring it home.
Two convenient /ocatioll\:
J() Ci/Y Cell/t'f. POrlllll/{1 • 7T2-72Yr,
71 US ROIlle I. S('lIrhomugh • 11113·7363

BUSINESS CARDS ~l<·::·.:·:.:~:.:.:::.:·:.'.::.:.:·::·.::.
~·•.·:.:.:::·.:::·.:::·.·:::·"':::·.:·:!::·:.'.:·I SERVICE DIRECTORY
Computerized Accounting Systems
Consulting, Training, Support

UNTERHALTER & CO..

:;',

•.•

~Weekly

;~.

These new and

773-8010

,"::

elcometo

Casco Bay

returning advertisers
;;. help support us in our
:';: endeavor to provide
you with an alternative
:. to the daily news.
::

Hard Cider
Farms,
Portland

•
Magic Garden,
Portland
:

;

.:

..:
:

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.

•
Phoenix
Hair Design,

Portland

•
Mystery Cale,

Old Port

•
Elm Street
Dry Cleaning,
Portland

•
Chroma,
Portland

•
•. Wilma's Antiques,
Portland

:

:

:

:

1iiI}:iinmiliIlIiIiIliiI?i Jim Crock er
and Bruce Campbell are Portland's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

•
Brackett Street
Market,

Portland
Portland's NewsfTalk Station

Initiative questions that appear on state and local ballots are
"initiated" by the voting public. The initiative process gives
citizens the chance to be lawmakers: a group of citizens pitches
a law, shows the idea for the law has merit by getting a bunch
of like-minded citizens to sign a petition, and then approve or
reject the law as voters.
Citizen initiatives function as a check against politicians,
ensuring that special interest groups or their personal biases
don't obscure the will of the people.

The referendum heard 'round the county
The will of Portlanders was heard in 1987, when a controversial ban on waterfront development was passed. After three
major condominium and office building projects on Portland
piers were approved by the City of Portland in the mid-80s,
some Portland citizens began to wonder whether upscale
development was right for the Portland waterfront. Some
citizens began to murmur that Portland might be better served
by a strong marine industry.
In the fall of 1986, a group that included Karen Sanford, Jim
Oliver, the late Larry Connolly, and Anne Rand began meeting
about the waterfront. But when the group brought their concerns to the Portland City Council, they found councilors were
unreceptive to limiting development on the waterfront during
those boom years. So the group decided to take the issue to the
voters through the initiative process, asking citizens to approve
a law that restricts piers on the waterfront to marine-related
uses.
The "working waterfront referendum" was bitterly opposed
by the Portland City Council, which voted against the initiative
by a margin of 8-1. Portland City Attorney David Lourie, who
advised the council, said the initiative question was misguided.

"Regardless of
what your topic
is, the issue really
is the political
process - who ~
defining the rules
of the game.
II

Walter Gallant

But when Portland voters went to the polls in May of 1987,
they favored the ordinance by a margin of 2-1. Developers and
city councilors lamented as they watched their years of waterfron t planning sink.
But the activists celebrated a hard-won victory. The waterfront referendum was a landmark effort, provoking citizen
groups as far away as the West Coast to call Sanford and other
organizers for advice on how to fight development on their own
shores.
And in Maine, citizen groups for other causes were empowered to work toward their own initiatives. In 1989, Portland's
Concerned Taxpayers Association launched a citizen initiative
effort to enact a tax cap in Portland, which was not approved by
voters.
That same year, Sen. Georgette Berube of Lewiston sponsored a state law that aimed to make the citizen initiative
process easier. In Lewiston and Portland, citizens were required
to go to city hall to sign petitions for initiative questions. But the
new law permitted signatures to be gathered outside of city
hall. Berube thought requiring the ballots to be signed in city
hall discriminated against handicapped and elderly people who
couldn't go to city hall, and against others whose schedules
wouldn't permit it.

Raining on referendum rules
While attending a Waterfront Task Force meeting at Portland
City Hall in March of this year, Karen Sanford noticed an item
on the city council agenda concerning a new citizen initiative
ordinance.
Sanford got a draft of the ordinance, and learned that the
council was to vote on measures that would have required
citizens to gather more than six times the number of Signatures
required to get an issue on the ballot. The proposed ordinance
would also have allowed the council to amend citizen-initiated
laws in just three instead of five years after their passage, and

would have given the dty council the power to decide whether
initiatives should be retroactive.
Sanford sent copies of a letter to a dozen people involved in
neighborhood groups and state government. "We cannot let our
rights to take issues to the people be trampled on," she began,
and detailed the proposed changes. On March 28, Sanford sent
a letter to the city council concerning the "initiative-gutting
package" that would "squeeze the life and logic from the citizen
initiative process."
.
The city's rationale for revising the local law was to make It
jibe with the state law Berube had supported. But instead of
merely amending the law to say that initiative petitions could
be freely circulated, the city council chose instead to make the
law much more difficult.
More than 70 citizens crowded the council chambers on
April 2, when the council was scheduled to vote on the measure. But before one of the many angry citizens stepped up to
the podium that night, then-Chair of the Legislative Committee
Linda Abramson admitted, "We made a mistake ... we thought
we were dealing wi th something very minor."
Councilor Tom Allen added, "It turns out issues were not
thoroughly thought through ... It turns out we were on track of
doing something we didn't mean to do."
.
Sanford and Alan Caron - former president of the MunJoy
Hill Neighborhood Association - blamed the city attorney for
leading Allen and other council members off track. Since Lourie
drafted the measures and advised the council. Caron and
Sanford said Lourie had not been forthright with the councilors
about the extent of the changes. They said Lourie pushed
through the anti-initiative measures because of his lingering
disdain for the working waterfront ordinance.
When Caron addressed the council, he said, "I don't believe
the problem resides in the council - it resides in the staff. I.
believe the time has come - and the city deserves - a new CIty
attorney." .
After the heated meeting, the council voted unanimously to
send the item back to committee for more work.
And three months later, Lourie resigned, just hours before a
dozen local activists planned to go before the council to demand
his reSignation. He had served as Portland's attorney for 10
years.

Strange bedfellows
The council's Legislative Committee was charged with
writing a new proposal.
Concerned Taxpayer Gallant was one of about a dozen
citizens from Portland neighborhood and special interest
groups who formed an ad hoc committee to help shape the new
ordinance. He noted that many members of the citizen committee strongly opposed his group's 1989 tax cap referendum, and
had been opposed to the conservative group on many other
issues. But Gallant added that differences were put aside for the
ad hoc committee: "Regardless of what your topic is, the issue
really is the political process - who's defining the rules of the
game. "
Kathy McInnis, President of the Munjoy Hill Neighborhood
Association, agreed. McInnis is a sclf-described Socialist and
civil rights activist who for the first time worked side by side
with the conservative Gallant. The citizen initiative issue was
one that "those of us that are more radical and those that arc
more conservative can unite around - because one thing we all
believe is citizens have a right to participate in government/'
she said.
As chair of the committee, Councilor Esther Clenott said she
encouraged "plenty of public input" at meetings. Rather than
giving members of the public a few minutes and then turning
the floor over to the committee, Clenott said there was more
"give and take" between the councilors and the citizens who
attended the meetings.
The councilors backed away from many of the proposals that
had riled the activists. The proposal to allow the council to
amend citizen-initiated laws in just three instead of five years
after their passage was dropped. The proposal to give the city
council the power to decide whether initiatives should be
retroactive to before their passage was also dropped.
The most debated of the proposals was how many signatures
citizens would be required to gather to get an initiative on the
ballot. Clenott made a strong case for requiring 1,500 signatures,
and many citizens who had wanted the figure to be much lower
compromised and went along with that number.
But Legislative Committee member Allen had his own
formula and wouldn't compromise. He proposed using the
same formula at the local level that is used at the state level requiring 10 percent of the turnout for the last gubernatorial
election. In Portland, that now equals 2,300 Signatures, since
only 23,000 of Porthmd's 48,000 registered voters went to the
polls in 1986. But with 30,000 or more Portlanders expected to
vote in the upcoming election, more than 3,000 Portlanders may
be required to sign ballots over the next four years.
The Legislative Committee finally voted 2-1 to forward an
ordinance to the council that required 1,500 signatures on the
petition. McInnis said there was a "unified front" among the
citizens and councilors who would present the compromIse to
the full city council. She added that the citizens' trust in the city
council, which had been lost when the initiative ordinance was

almost slipped through, had been restored.

Surprises at the one-yard line
But that trust proved short-Ii ved for many at the Sept. 17
council meeting where the full council revisited the initiative
rules.
Gallant, like several members of the ad hoc committee,
watched the hearing at home on TV. He didn't go to city hall to
comment on the proposals because he expected the Legislative
Committee's recommendations - which he helped shape - to fly
with the full council.
And those recommendations did fly - at first. The full council
passed the ordinance 5-4.
But as is customary, councilors had an opportunity to offer
amendments to the ordinance after it was passed. As he had in
the Legislative Committee, Councilor Allen made a motion that
the number of signatures required on the citizen petition should
not be 1,500 but should instead be 10 percent of the Portlanders
who voted in the last gubernatorial election. Allen's motion was
seconded by Councilor Anne Pringle, requiring the council to
vote on the amendment. The council passed the amendment
with a 5-4 vote.
The amendment touched a raw nerve among the citizens
who had worked through the summer helping to shape the
ordinance. Kathy Mclnnis said citizens didn't speak out about
the number of signatures before the council because Allen had
not indicated he was going to offer the amendment.
"There's a classy way to make a motion and there's a real
lousy, tacky way to make a motion," began Mcinnis. "And that
was a real tacky way. It was a real slap in the face to citizens
that have busted their rear all summer to give input into that
subcommittee and expected some give and take once it got to
the council. And he did that after when there was no comment
period and there was no way to counteract his argument."
"We carried the ball down to the one-yard line and then we
went home," said Gallant. "And Tom Allen kept going to the
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Kathy Mcinnis

goal. He did it right, we did it wrong."
"You listen to other people's views," Allen said, "But you
can't have your finger in the wind all the time. You have to do
what you think is right."
But when Allen did what he thought was right, he and the
councilors who voted with him effectively had the last word on
citizens. And citizens who first entered this battle because they
felt the cards had been stacked against them felt as if they'd
been dealt a blow by the council.
"Trust is the coin of the realm and in this case the city council
has spent theirs very cheaply," said Parkside neighborhood
activist and state Rep. Herb Adams.
Adams and others on the ad hoc committee are digging in to
oppose the question, which appears as Question 2 on the
Portland ballot. They are mounting a leaflet campaign urging
citizens to vote "No" on Question 2.
If Portlanders vote against the question, the law will remain
unchanged. In that case the state law that became effective a
year ago will hold: the 750 signatures that once were gathered
in city hall can now be gathered anywhere.
Working together with Gallant on the project, McInnis notes:
"Probably there's going to be something next week or next
month or a year from now where Wal ter is technicall y going to
be on the other side and we're going to be fighting each other.
But 1think we will always remember that we were able to put
aside our differences and we were able to work in the best
interest of the people - which is something this council found
pretty goddamn hard to do."
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Are you ready to vote?
How to register In advance:

Cohen staffer Phil Calvert is dwarfed by The Candidate.

CAMPAIGN GRUNTS
Continued from page one

The cornerstone of democracy is the principal of cultural
relativism, which (loosely defined) is the theory that everyone is
equally full of crap - at least from everyone else's point of viewand therefore deserves to be heard.
Michael Jackson fans tolerate Madonna fans because they
recognize the civil rights of persons born without critical
faculties.
Madonna fans tolerate Michael Jackson fans because they
realize the possibility that such persons may in fact be developmentally disabled, lacking only a glimpse of their idol before
their stunted appreciation springs into full-blown adoration.
But there is little objective difference between the two camps.
The same lack of critical faculties that makes a good Madonna
fan recommends itself in a Michael Jackson fan. Generally
speaking, they are coequal cultural idiots.
Similar observations can be made concerning the campaign

Tom Glerenger stuffs envelopes
and thinks globally.

workers of Mr. Cohen and Mr. Rolde. While there is considerable difference between their respective campaigns in terms 0
strategies and dominant philosophies, their workers seem to I
interchangeable units of intelligence, youth and energy.

Headquarters under seige
Consider the Rolde campaign. The Rolde apparatus is
sqUirreled away in the plush interior of 75 Market St., one of
those historical Old Port artifacts bedecked with track Iightin
and wall-to-wall carpeting, a stylishly refurbished and tcchm
logically up-to-date brick nest.
Up on the fourth floor, finding the Rolde campaign is simi
a matter of training your peripheral vision to pick up red, w~
and blue images. The foyer is packed with Neil Rolde pamphlets, signs and electoral inscrutabelia, all of which bear au
Nation's favorite colors.
Inside the suite, the chaotic, caffeinated atmosphere of the
Rolde campaign transforms the staid confines of 75 Market S
into a white-collar, workaholic bazaar. Barbara Holt, Neil
Rolde's campaign manager, leads me deftly through the
maelstrom and into a comer office, an island of relative quie
this sea of cacophony.
"I'm not a politico," says Barbara. "I'm just fascinated by
political system. I got interested in the political process as a
teenager back in the 70s, watching Nixon and Watergate un
on TV. People had a sense back then that you couldn't make
difference by yourself, because the apathy in this country w,
even greater than it is now.
"But I've always believed that one person can get involve
and make and change things. That's what makes me tick. [ \
to make a difference in this campaign."
Holt was the first person Neil Rolde hired back in Augus
'89. Tucked away in an unused part of George Mitchell's
campaign headquarters, Barbara began to build the Rolde
campaign stick by stick, block by block - the primary ingrcd
being personnel, of course.
"[ hired the first staffer in November of 1989," she says.
"Every person [ hired [ thought of in terms of building a
senatorial staff. All of the people in this office qualify to wo
with Neil in Washington or Maine."
She built well. The Rolde campaign staff consists of 30 0
salaried staffers statewide, with two dozen staffers attache<
the campaign headquarters.
Of these 3D-odd staffers, most have been in public in tere
campaigns and a few have worked in similar political cam·
paigns, with varying degrees of success.
Aside from the usual mailings and other, less civic-mine
activities of the average campaign crew, the Rolde people!
out to build something that would last beyond the Novem
election.

Registering to vote is easy and takes just a
few minutes.
To register in person, just go to your city
or town hall during business hours and ask to
see the clerk. The address and phone number
of Portland-area city and town halls are listed
below.
You'll need to bring one piece of identification - a driver's license, social security card,
state 10, birth certificate or passport are all
fine. If your 10 doesn't show your current
street address, you'll also need something
bearing your current street address - a lease, a
bill, or any letter that has been deli vered (and
cancelled) by the post office will work.
If you're a naturalized citizen, you'll need
to know the date, the city and the court where
you were naturalized.
If you can't get to the town hall, you can
register by mail. Call your town clerk and ask
to have a registration form mailed. Make sure
you ask the town clerk what the cut-off date
is for registra tions recei ved in the mail.
The people who register you will tell you
where to vote.

How to register on Nov. 6:
You can register to vote on Nov. 6, but you
may have to do a bit of running around.
If you live in Brunswick, Buxton, Cape
Elizabeth, Cumberland, Falmouth, Freeport,
Gray, North Yarmouth, Pownal, Raymond,
Saco, Scarborough, or Yarmouth, you can
register to vote at the polls on Election Day.
To find out where your polling place is, call

your city or town hall.
If you live in Gorham, Portland, South
Portland, Westbrook or Windham, you need
to register with your city or town clerk before
you go to the polls. You can still register on
election day, and the people who register you
will tell you where to vote.
Either way, you still need a valid piece of
identification and something that shows your
current address (see above).

How to vote from away:
If you can't make it to the polls, you can
ask your town clerk to mail you a ballot. A
blood relative can also apply for you and
bring you the ballot. Or a friend can bring
you the ballot, if a notary is there to ensure
that you mark it. All clerks' offices in the state
are required to open for four hours on
Saturday, Nov. 3 for voting by absentee
ballot. Check with your town clerk to determine the hours in your town. All clerks will
accept absentee ballots until 8 p.m. on Nov 6.

How to vote:
Just show up at your polling place between 7 a.m. and 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 6.
If you need a ride to register, to vote at the
polls or by absentee ballot, call the Democratic party at 772-4100 or the Republican
party at 828-1990.
If you need to know more about who you
will vote for, be sure to check out next week's
VOTER'S GUIDE issue of Casco Bay Weekly,
available Nov. 1.

Brunswick
725-6658
28 Federal St.

Freeport
865-4743
30 Main St.

Scarborough
883-4301
259 Route One

Buxton
929-6171
Long Plains Road

Portland
874-8484
389 Congress St.

South Portland
767-3201
25 Cottage Rd.

Cape Elizabeth
799-0881
320 Ocean House Rd.

Pownal
688-4784
Edna Menchen

Westbrook
854-0624
790 Main St.

Cumberland
829-5559
12 Drowne Rd.

Raymond
655-4742
Rte. 85, E. Raymond

Windham
892-2511
8 School Rd.

Falmouth
781-5466
271 Falmouth Rd.

Saco
284-4831
300 Main St.

Yarmouth
846-9036
Main St.
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we already have?
In the midst of an economic recession, what we
In a year when even the
have is a local government
most thick-skinned of us
that thinks it is responding to
cringe at the tactics being
our needs by way of more
used to ply our vote, the
fees, more regulations, etc.
campaign to elect Karen
The city of Portland and the
Evans has brought putrid
businesses within are being
poli ticking to a skulking low.
strangled by the lack of
What started as a primary
parking in the inner city.
race between two republicans
When the mall opened a
(Robin Lambert and Karen
number of years back and
Evans), turned into a lastradically hurt the downtown
minute sprint of dirty
merchants, the city realized
politicking rarely seen at the
that it had a problem: people
local level.
were leaving Congress Street
Here's a woman whose
in droves for the convenience
slogan is "Karen Cares About
of the mall. The mall had
You," heading up a campaign
what everybody wanted: all
designed to win at any cost
sorts of parking and easy
and to ensure her mandate of
access to the stores. Basically,
bigoted neanderthalism a
it was convenience at its best.
niche in the state legislature.
But the scenario continues.
Evans preached caring and
City Hall still hasn't figured
concern and then attempted
out that in order to have a
to discredit her opponent
profitable business commu(Lambert) with an eleventhnity, you have to address the
hour, back-alley attack in an
problems of the people who
appeal to the prejudicial
are doing business. You
bigotries of what she percannot do everything in your
ceives as being the general
power to restrict a
consensus.
community's ability to
Although Evans denied
conduct business and at the
previous knowledge of the
same time, sit back and
flyers distributed against
wonder what the hell hapLambert, the ultimate
pened to business.
responsibility rests with her.
In the last year, these
It was hypocrisy in action, the
geniuses have managed to
"caring" Karen endorSing a
eliminate almost 200 parking
campaign of spite against
spaces from downtown
homosexual men and
Portland. They turned the
women. There is little solace
east side of Commercial
in knowing that she won the
Street from diagonal parking
primary in spite of her
to parallel, eliminated all
bigotry and not because of it.
parking on Wharf Street for
Evans' campaign against
whatever reason, and the list
Gerard Conley has remained
goes on and on ...
on the low road. A scheduled
So do you think these
debate between the candibimbos have outdone
dates never happened
themselves yet? Surprise,
because, citing a biased
surprise. There is a parking
moderator, Evans simply
lot next to F. Parker Reidy'S,
didn't show up. Her absence
across from Tommy's Park in
spoke much louder than her
the Old Port, that holds 39
participation ever would
cars, all paying the city via
have. It seems we may never
parking meters. In their
find out who Karen cares
infinite wisdom, our civic
about.
leaders have decided to turn
And now once again her
this area into a Japanese
henchmen have been slinking
theme park. Hold on, I'm not
around after dark, secreting
done yet. They are going to
flyers aimed at Catholics and
import (to the tune of a bou t
targeting Conley's support
5300,000) rocks and trees
for gay rights. With the
from Japan. I'm really glad
elections racing toward us, I
they are doing this, because
can only imagine what her
I've always felt that Maine
underground army of hateneeded more rocks and trees.
mongers has in store as a
In order to understand all
finale.
of the above, you have to be
I don't know who Karen
committed to the following
cares about but we'd better
thoughts:
care about her and her gang
1) The city of Portland
of brown shirts.
over the past few years has
become a rather large piece of
real estate designed for
yuppies and prima donnas,
Kirm Burch
by a crew with the same
Portland
inclinations.
2) The city of Portland,
despite
its protestations that
City Hall ditty
it
is
"not
in it for the money,"
I read with interest the
has
developed
a self-perpetuannouncements from the city
ating
mini-beaurocracy
called
about how they are encouragthe
"Parking
Di
vision,"
to
ing new business to locate in
generate as much money
Portland; sounds good,
from you and me as they
doesn't it? I don't know if it
poSSibly can - by passing out
ever occurred to our civic
tickets ranging from $5 to
leaders or not, but why don't
$50.
we try to keep the business

Evans' campaign:
putrid politicking

For the perfect gift
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wonders how long old men
of this country will continue
to send young men and
women to die to protect the
standard of living of the men
who sent them.
The current crisis in the
Middle East has no place for
a military buildup or a
military action of any kind.
Saddam Hussein should be
held accountable for his
actions: using chemical
R: Steve Harris
weapons against his people,
Falmouth
other possible killings and
the invasion of Kuwait. But
Media
that is why diplomacy,
assumptions
seemingl y a lost art in
I recently attended a panel
America, is so desperately
discussion, "The Media's
needed in the Middle East.
Role in World Affairs: Can
Why did Mr. Bush look
the Media Advocate Peace?"
the other way when Saddam
It was sponsored by USM's
Hussein used chemical
Honor Students' Association,
weapons? Why did Mr. Bush
in which Casco Bay Weekly's
support Saddam Hussein up
news editor, Andy Newman,
to a few months before the
was a panel member among
invasion of Kuwait?
various mainstream and
Saddam Hussein needs to
alternative media representabe dealt with by the United
tives.
Nations. But the United
An interesting pOint
States does not own Iraq,
brought up by a "frustrated"
Kuwait or Saudi Arabia, and
panel member was how the
the United States has no right
publiC could assume that
to pre-empt United Nations'
during the editing process,
efforts and cause a huge
front page or top story news
buildup of weapons, tanks,
decisions are made with
planes, men and women.
market-driven motives. The
This buildup only acts to
mediator went on to explain
"fan the fire" in that region,
that these stories are chosen
and to put the U.S. men and
because they are in the
women in extreme danger.
forefront of the American
Regional conflicts and
people's minds. The discusconflicts of any kind today
sion went a little further and
can no longer be dealt with
two news topics were
by a military buildup. Even a
compared: "The Budget" and
child realizes that this leads
the killing of 21 people (some
to escalation and that war - of
reports say 19, some 23) in
any kind - is obsolete today.
Jerusalem. The mediator
This leads to why we are
went on to explain that the
there. The American people
budget is the top story
and the men and women who
because it has to do with our
are risking their lives in the
country. Isn't that an equally
Middle East deserve the
frustration-provoking
truth. This writer believes
assumption.
that oil and oil profits are a
How are these assumplarge reason why we are
tions made? Polls were
imposing our huge military
discussed and the audience
buildup in that region.
and panel both agreed that
We need to be developing
polls can be manipulated to
alternate energy and pushing
show any result. This brings
for conservation instead of
me back to the question of
protecting the standard of
how the mainstream media
living and the profits of a few
chooses its top stories. Is it
people in this country. We
cause and effect? Could it be
need to be encouraging the
that particular issues are in
United Nations and promotthe forefront of American
ing a World Court. Waris
minds because they're in the
obsolete, and nobody should
front of American newspabe killed, especiall y over oil.
pers or news broadcasts?
This is why we need to grow
In all fairness, the followup and not send young men
ing day's Boston Globe
and women to die for
featured the budget side by
someone else's standard of
side with the Jerusalem story,
living and why we need to
though the budget story was
abolish political action
set in a sligh tl y larger type
groups. We cannot any
size.
longer allow politicians to be
elected with the profits of a
few wealthy people in this
country. Saddam Hussein
Laurie Twitchell
needs to be dealt with, but we
Portland
need to grow up.

3) City Hall is so far
disconnected from what we
consider reality, they would
need a guide to find their
way back.
4) The people running this
city couldn't find their
backsides with both hands in

Diplomacy needed
in Middle East
One wonders how long it
will take before this country
wakes up, grows up, and
progresses beyond it's
adolescent stage. One also

1!2)/~~/h. ~
Brian N. Pulling
Portland

538 CongreS5 street
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G
Talk Radio With
Something to Say.

Out in

Left Field

Tuesday 7-8p.m.
Live Call-In
780-4909

• Achtung: You could do a
lot of interesting and
educational things tonight,
right? The television's warm
and there are so many
channels to choose from.
Will it be Bart or Bill? It's a
complex world. Let us help
you out. The Charlie

Arts Song Swap gives you
an opportunity to make or
break in front of a friendly
audience of similarly bent
persons. TIUs ain't necessarily a career move, y'know;
the Song Swap is just an
informal opportunity for
instrumentalists to play,
singers to sing, listeners to
listen and composers to try
out new material. Come on
down to the Kennebunkport
Community House tonight
around 7:30 p.m. A dona. tion of $2 is requested. For

will perform a benefit
concert for the Children's
Coop today at 3 p.m. at the
Swedenborgian Church, 302
Stevens Ave., Portland.
Come hear a soulful, skillful
blend of traditional, contemporary and original
songs especially for kids.
Admission: $3 at the door.
For more information, call
766-2805 or 773-9549.

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days
and more
ways to be
Informed,
get
Involved
and stay
amused.

• Danny Gravis, jazz/blues
pianist and all-around
entertainer, will appear
today at Gritty McDuff's,
396 Fore St., Portland, at 4
p.m. Danny, a Rockland
resident and a fixture on the
piano bar circuit in this
country for the last 20 years,
is also one hell of a good
keyman. For more information, call 772-2739.
• You there, short and
scary! Storytellers Randy
Judkins and Jackson
Gillman will perform at the
YWCA's Halloween Dress
Rehearsal today at 12 noon
and 4 p.m. in the Catherine
McAuley High School
Auditorium, 631 Stevens
Ave. Portland. The show
will also include Halloween
safety tips, refreshments,
trick-or-treat grab bags and
a Halloween costume
parade. Tickets are $5 in
advance, $6 at the door.
Children under 2 will be
admitted free; all kids
should wear their costumes.
For more information, call
874-1130, ext 3.

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be received
In writing on the Thursday prior to publication. Send your
Calendar and listings Information to: Ellen Uburt, Casco Bay
Weekly, 187 Clark Street Portland, ME 04102.

Kolhase Quintette, a major
musical component of the
Either Orchestra - one of
New England's most
exciting and progressive
jazz ensembles, a group
with a semi-regular gig at
the Knitting Club in N.Y.C.,
center of the jazz universe will be appearing tonight at
the Cafe No (where else?)
for two sets, 9 and 11 p.m.
One of the definite
strengths of this unit is that
it features a Maine Man Matt Langly of Berwick on tenor sax. There is a $5
dollar cover for this show
(all of which goes to the
band). For more information, call 772-8114.

• Folkies, alert! It's time
once again to see if you can
sing the high harmony to
Hazel Dicken's "Sorrow
St." or pull off the bottom
end of the bass line from
"Maple Leaf Rag" - with
other people listening and
watching. The River Tree

Chicago Sun Times
says:

more information, call 9854343.

• Masked kiddlings: Let
your children create their
own Halloween masks at a
workshop taught by artist/
teacher Judy Faust at the
Portland Museum of Art.
The workshops will run
from 1:30 to 3 p.m. today
and tomorrow. (Each
workshop will be complete.) Fees are $8 for
museum members and $10
for non-members. To
register, call the Education
Dept. at 775-6148.

• TIUs man is your man,
this man is my man: The
Missouri Repertory Theatre
• Musical kiddlings:
Razbeary Jamm, a
confectionary concatenation
of two mothers - Deb
Sawyer Raszmann on-cello
and Jenny Yasi on guitar -

t
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How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials
Fresh Ground
Lamb Burger

!y.

BAKER'S TABLE, 434 Fore St., Old Po~
Gift Certifieates • Group Hates Available

$5.95

you up so high and put you
down so hard your soul will
need arnica gel. Tickets for
this show are $5 in advance
and $6 at the door. Dear
people: this is a ridiculously
low price for such a show.
Do this thing! For more
information, call 773-6886.

terpsichorean gentility
tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Dance Studio, Sargent
Gymnasium, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Free
and open to the public. For
more information, call 7253003.
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cents for women - a difference which reflects the
disparity between the
average pay for men and
women in the United States.
Greater Portland N.O.W.
will also distribute information about women, economics and membership in the
organization. For more
information, call 879-0877 or
871-0618.
• Financial insight #2:
What does it take to get by
in these days of financial
upheaval? Right: Loot, and
lots of it. Come get your fair
share! The Portland Stage
Company presents "Loot,"
a black comedy concerning
some stolen cash, a handy
coffin, a missing body, an
unscrupulous detective and
other affairs of everyday
living. "Loot" will be
collecting interest at the
Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland, through Nov. 18.
Tickets: $10 to $24. For more
information, call 774..()465.

unfamiliar with
Shakespeare, "Henry V" is a
history play about the son
of Henry IV. Makes sense,
don't it? Tonight's reels roll
at 6:45 and 9:15 precisely.
Admission: $3.50. For more
information, call 772-9600.
• Don't forget the Shoestring Theater's 13th (that's
31 backwards!) Annual
Halloween Parade in
Portland's West End. lineup begins at 6:00 p.m. in the
parking lot next to The
People's Building, 155
Brackett St. Wear a costume and/or carry one of
the puppets provided.
Adults are needed to help
spook the neighborhood.
Free and fun for families
and the unattached.For
more information, call 775-

• Halloween! What a day
for a costume drama,
something with swords and
horses. The Movies, 10
Exchange St., Portland, has
(ha ve?) just the thing:
"Henry V," a fine-toexcellent film starring
Kenneth Branagh, Paul
Scofield, Ian Holm, Derek
Jacobi, Brian Blessed
(remember him in
"Blackadder"?), Judi Dench
and Robert Stevens. For
those of you who are

• Historical forces: Donald
Kinsey and the Kinsey
Report, one of the greatest
blues/rock bands to have
ever killed an audience
dead, dead, dead, will take
the stage tonight at Raoul's
Roadside Attraction at 9
p.m. To put it bluntly, this
band is a historical force .
Donald and his friends have
backed legends like Peter
Tosh, Bob Marley, Albert
King and the Staple Singers.
Donald Kinsey will pick

• Financial insight #1:
There's an old tune called
"How Can a Poor Man
Stand Such Times and
Live." You would undoubtedly be surprised and
perhaps even shocked to
learn that, according to the
person who wrote the song,
it's sort of hard for a poor
man to stand such times
and live. Here's a tough
question: How can a poor
~

• Historical steps: What did
people do back when they
weren't doing what they
were supposed to be doing?
They were dancing, of
course. Bowdoin Arts
presents the Ken Pierce
Baroque Dance Company in
a program of reconstructions and original choreographies of Baroque dances
of the 17th and early 18th
centuries.
Witness this
antique

woman stand such times
and live? Easy: by having
half as much money
than the aforesaid poor
man, which ain't easy at all.
What's a woman to do? Do
this: The Greater Portland
chapter of the National
Organization for Women
(N.O.W.) will hold a bake
sale from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
in Monument Square,
Portland, at which all baked
goods will be on sale at the
rate of $1 for men and 64
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LUNCH
SPECIALS'•

through 11/18

• Sm. Order of SI. Louis Spareribs ... $4.95
with BBQ Beans, Coleslaw, Cornbread

W[Q'l

• Sleepout Johny's BBO Spaghetti...$3.95

58 Pine Street 773-8223

• Arkansas Round Steak Plale ... $3.95
Whole log

Oil

in portland

othUri.

10/25

Charlie Kohlhase

Quintet

ofri. 10126 & lat. 10/27

• Dine In •

Steve BlulD .....10

• Take Out.

°tueo.10/3O

Deborah Ward
OJ Nicola

767·7119

poetry reading
owed. 10/31

60 Ocean St.,
So. Portland

~---------------------~
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\<.eep~g you at the top 0' the fool! c.hain!
DELUXE LUNCHEON SPECIALS • 11:30a.m.-4p.m.

• Teriaki Bluefish Plate ... $3.95

sSa·)Oa5

• There's no zoo in these
parts, and it's hard to find
sights exotic enough to
divert your children adequately, who are everhungry for the strange and
unlikely. What will you do
today? Take your children
to see a writer, an endangered species if there ever
was one. Children's book
author Amy MacDonald
will be signing copies of her
new books, "Rachel Fister's
Blister" and "Little Beaver
and The Echo," at the Maine
Audubon Society gift shop
from 2 to 5 p.m. at the
Gilsland Farm, 118 Rte 1,
Falmouth. For more
information, call
781-2330.
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• We Deliver •

at the
Dinner & Show 7 P.M. Also Fri's & Sat's

with
Cranberry Chutney
One of many entrees under $10

Solve a hilarious murder mystery
over a four course dinner I

IZI

$1 :64¢

Read it and eaT

Boston Globe says:
"Good Fun ...
the best!"

"Class Act"

~

Now see Oct 30.

performs Woody Guthrie's
American Song, a musical
review of America's foremost depression-era folkie
savant, tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in the Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $25,
$20, $15 and $10. For more
information, call 772-8630.
This woman is: "Too Good
for Her Own Good: Breaking Free from Female
Responsibility" authors
Claudia Bepko and Jo-ann
Krestan will discuss their
work, a careful and insightful exploration of female
responsibility and behavior,
tonight at 7 p.m. at the
Curtis Memorial Library, 23
Pleasant St., Brunswick. For
more information, call 7255242.

RECORDS • TAPES • CDs
10

Street • Portland • 773-1310

Jimmy ~don. bass
Carl Itlmow,flute

20 danforth st •• 772-8114

16
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~~~ MAINE ~~~
ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCTS
ClSIAlBUTons. WCOQPODAlEO

"Recycled products that
make a difference"
_ _ NAILS

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER: (end. 10/31/90)
·100% Recycled Unbleached Copy

_ _ SKIN CARE

SI /zx 1 I , $3.60 ream, $35 case

HAIR CARE

·50%·70% Recycled White Copy
SI/zx 1I, $3.Z0 ream, $31 co,.
·50% Recycled Fax paper
81/zx 98ft.-hi-sensitivity,
$Z4 for 6 rolls

COLOR ANALYSIS
MAKEUP ART
WAXING

Nickelodeon

FREE DELIVERY IN
PORTLAND AREA

774-0203

~

14 Foresl Ave. Por1land, ME 04101

Community
Cable Network
WlIIIk of 10/26/90
Living Tapestries: I R)
Live Call In Program
(1 hour)
City Arts:
An Update of Local Area Events
(1/2 hour)
Sebago Magazine:
Dirty Campaigns & Current
Elections (1/2 hour)
Gourmet Cooking Made Heallhy:
Vegetarian Vibes (1 hour)
Power &. Steele On Theater:
A Review of Local Area Theater
Productions (1/2 hour)

P.O. BOX 3322
PORTLAND, ME 04104
772·4408

~

............
.,THE
MOVIES,
,

'

OCT 24-28

OCT 27,30

WED-FRI 7:15,
SAT-SUN 3,

SAT-SUN1 , 9
MON-TUES 7, 9

Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm,
and are repealed Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.

SILVER
~",;"~~'_~DAR SCREEN
WHAT'S
.
WHERE
Temple and Middle, Portland.
772-9751
°No 3 p.m . (3:30, 3 :05 etc.)
shows Mon-Fri.
Postcards from the Edge (R)
1:10,3:15,7:15,9:20
(lhrough Oct 24)
Pump Up the Volume (R)
1 :15,3:40,7:15,9:45
(lhrough Oct 24)
Night of the Living Dead (PG)
1 :30, 3:20, 7:30,9:30
(lhrough Oct 24)
1 :15, 3 :40 (from Oc125)
Qulgly Down Under (PG)
1 :15,3:40, 7:10,9:35
(lhrough Oct 24)
7:10, 9 :35 (from Oct 25)
Miller's Crossing (R)
1 :05, 3:30, 6:50, 9:15
Sibling Rivalry (PG)
1 :30, 3:45, 7:30, 9:20 (from Oct 25)
Graveyard Shift (R)
1:10,3:15,7:15,9:30 (from Oct 25)
Reversal of Fortune (R)
1:20, 3:35, 7:25, 9:40 (from Oc125)
Avalon (PG)
1,3:25, 7.9 :25

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road
774-1022
Ooodfellas (R)
I, 4, 7, 10 (lhrough Oct 25)
White Palace (R)
1,3:15,5:30, 7:40, 10 (from Oct 26)
Mr, Destiny (PG)
1 :30,4:15, 7, 9:30
Memphis Belle (PG)
1,3:15,5:30,7:45,10
Marked For Death (R)
1,3:05,5:10,7:15, 9 :20
Fantasia (G)
1:15,4,7,9:30
Pacific Heights (R)
1, 3:15, 5:30,7:45,10
Ohost(PG)
1 :30,4:15, 7, 9:50

Goodfellas Martin Scorsese's gangster
film has been generally acclaimed lor its
realistic depiction of the mob and its
graphic lliolence_ The killing and the
bone cracking are certainly graphic, but
hardly gratuitous. As far as being realistic,
who knows? Most people's impression
of the mob has been entirely fashioned
by Hollywood anyway. The blatanl racism and sexism along with the stereotyping of Italian Americans is disturbing.
but there seems to be rhyme to
Scorsese's reason . What is surprising
and riveting about the movie is the humor
and warmth that permeate a story of
violence and betrayal.
Marked for Death Steven Seagal plays
a retired drug enforcement officer who
returns home to find his old neighborhood
destroyed by drugs. Wanllo wager a bet
that he won't return 10 work?

Evening Star
Tontine Mall, Brunswick
729-5466
Memphis Belle (PG)
7, 9:05

The Movies

Wednesday, Oct. 31- 8 PM
SONESTA HOTEL PORTLAND GRAND BALLROOM
FEATURING

10 Exchange Street, Portland
Tong Tana
Oct 24-28
Wed-Fri 7: 15, 9
Sat-Sun 3,7
The Navigator
Oct 27-30
Sat-Sun 1,9
Mon-Tue 7, 9
Henry V
Oct 31-Nov 4
Wed-Sat 6 :45, 9:15
Sat-Sun Mat 1

PAPA LOVES MAMBO

Special Series:

with Charlie Brown

An Introduction to Film

FIRST PRIZE

10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
stagecoach
Oct 27-28
Sat-Sun 5 p.m .

BEST COSTUME $500
and other great prizes

Memphl. Belle Matthew Mocline stars in
this movie about a World War II bomber
crew on ils final mission.

$10 in advance, $15 at the door
0

The Movies

SPONSORS : Maine Health Foundation' Sonesta Hotel' Portland
School of Art, Humboldt National Graphics Casco Bay Weekly
Magic 93 WMGXl56 WGAN ,Art Directors Club of Greater Portland
0

j1

Sonny Paul Blue. Jam Sessfon (byo
blues) Geno's 13 Brown St, PorUand.
772-7891 .
Open Mike Night Uncle Billy's, 60 Ocean
St. S. PorUand. 767-7119.
Cafe No Jazz Jam, open Jam _.Ion
with rhythm section (byo jazz) Cafe
No, 20 Danforth St, Portfand. 772-8114.
Crazy S'. (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave,
PorUand. 773-6866.
Nobody'. Faun (rock) Old Port Tavem,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Danny Or..,i. (piano) Griny McDuff's, 396
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
Tom Burgin (acoustiC) Squire Morgan's.
46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Headliner Comedy~ Vinnie Favarlto,
Julie Barr (comedy) T-Bird's, 126 N.
Boyd St. Portland. 773-6040.

Mr, Destiny Jim Belushi piaysa man who
wonders what his life might have been if
he hadn't struck out In a high school
baseball game.

111 PRICE
Hair Cuts
& Perms
With thi..d
Expire. 11/lOJ90

HAIR DESIGN
743 Congr.... St.
773-6988

Meet our
experienced
and friendly staff.
We're open
M· Sat. 9·5;
Evenings
by appointment.
Walk.Ins Welcome!

MONDAY 10.29
Postcards from the Edge Mike Nichols'
("The Graduate' and 'Silkwood') directs
Meryl Streep and Shirley MacLaine in a
comedy about the relationship between
a celebrily mom and her drug-addicted
daughter, based on Ihe novel by Carrie
Fisher. Irs a movie about nothing, although lots of people seem to think it's
about drug addiction and recovery, family
strifeandreconciliation. Streep can't save
it although she does the best she can
with Jhe lack of material. MacLaine does
an admirable job as Debbie Reynolds.
but a song does not make a movie anymore. The movie doesn't even reach the
saccharine level of most of Hollywood's
blather about mothers and daughters.
Pump Up The Votume tackles too much:
highschool, fove, rrusiccensorship, FCC
regulations and rebellion. The tenuous
plot and bland direction of this movie
about a teenager who broadcasts from
an underground radio station in his
suburban home take away from what
really works: Christian Slater's per1ormance and the way he interacts w~h the
fabulous soundtrack. Slater plays the
shy. frightened and confused teenager
as well as he plays the loquacious Harry
Hard-On. Listening to Harry describe
what ails the world and walching him
thrash around to banned songs is a
movie in itself.
Qufgl, Down Under Tom Selleck stars
as a 1900's American cowboy hired by
Australian rancher Alan Rickman as a
sharpshooter.
Stagecoach John Ford's weslern "Grand
Hotel' is a line first vehicle for John
Wayne and a clinic for character actors.
Mr. Wayne, appearing here as the mysterious "Ringo Kid, 'rides the stagecoach
withagroupof strangers through the Old
West. Yee, hal
Tong Tana A European gone native
among the Penans of Borneo struggles
to han the Jogging of the rainforest.

Scare and share
Halloween is traditionally an opportunity to dress up and be
someone (or something) that you are not. It has also become an
opportunity to get out and jerk to the music, to get down heavy
with your bad self while costumed persons of every description
quiver and shake around you. This can be a whole lot of fun.
This Halloween, you have an opportunity to have big. big fun
and show someone special just how good you - the people of
Portland - can be. Zootz. (31 Forest Ave, Portland) is hosting a
Masquerade Dance Party on Halloween night, Oct_31, to benefit
the Helen Johnson Children Fund. Boom Shanka, Active Culture
and Milk of Amnesia will take the stage starting at 8 p.m. (Not at
the same time. That would be truly scary.) Tickets are $5.
The Johnson Children Fund was formed by friends of Helen
Johnson, a black South African woman forced by the South
African government to leave her children behind in
Johannesburg. Helen needs to raise $5000 to bring her children,
Rene and Reme, to America.
If she doesn't raise the money, she may never see her children
again. The South African government has refused to allow her
back into the country.
So dress your scariest, round up all your scary friends and get
on down to Zootz. As you dance, remember to be angry. The
world's biggest aggregation of ghouls is down in Johannesburg
just daring you to disapprove of them.
Do it.

Monday Night Football Wide Screen
TV (culture) Moose Alley, 46 Marllet St,
Poruand. 774-5246
Monday Night Footb.1I Wide Screen
TV (culture) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Nobody'. Fault (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.

TUESDAY 10.30

ALL
COSTUMES
30% OFF

Open Mike Night with Peter Gleason,
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. S.
PorUand. 767-4627.
Siaid Cleves (rock) Gritty McDuff's, 396
Fore S~ Portland. 772-2739.
The Walters (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
DlrtyRottenScoundrel.(movie) Moose
Alley, 46 MarketSt, Portland. 774-5246.

WEDNESDAY 10.31

Improv with the Mad Hor.e
Commedl ..... (comedy) Little Willie 's,
36 Marllet St, Portland. 773-4500.
Acou.tlc Cla ••lc: Brenda Moore,
Darien Brahm., Mlch.el Danahy
(acoustic) Horsefealhers, t93 Midcle St,
W.D. Cutlip
Portland. 773-3501 .
The Waiters (rock) Old Port Tavern, t t
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444.
If you would like to contribute to the fund or hear more about
Halloween Party: The Brood, Boom
it, call Kathy at 773-0682 TDD /voice or write to the Johnson
Shank., George Gordon Band,
Children Fund, 120 Park Ave., Apt. #5, Portland ME, 04101.
Portland Rockers (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St, Portland . 772-8760.
Red Light Revue Holloween Party
(scary music, rock. rhythm and blues)
Treehouse (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Raoul's,865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
6886.
The Stephen Bfum Trio (jazz) Cafe No, Jimmy Lydon and Carl Dlmow Gazz)
20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8t 14.
Cafe No. 20 Danforth St. Portland. 772The Sense (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market
8114.
St, PorIland. 774-5246.
Bachelor night (xxxxx) Moose Alley, 46
Moo Goo and the Guy Pans (rock) Old
Market SI. PorUand. 774-5246 .
Port Tavern, 11 MoulJon SI, PorUand. Digital D.J. Dave (you name it) Spring
774-0444.
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. S. PorUand.
Who Knows? (rock) Horsefeathers, 193
767-4627.
Middle St. Portland. 773-350t .
Rewlnder (rock) Gritly McDuffs, 396 Fore
Fla.h Allen (piano) Linle Willie's, 36 Mar- Scott Oakley Trio ijazz) LitUe Willies, 36
St, Portland. 772-2739.
Market SI, PorUand. 773-4500.
ket St, Portland . 773-4500.
Panfc station (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11 Darien Brahms and the Soul miners
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
(rock) Dry Dock. 84 Commercial St,
Portland. 774-3550.
Chronic Invalids, Bobhous .. (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown SI, PorUand. 772- Ghandi's Lunchboll, steel Cow (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Por~and . 772 7891.
7891.
Zootz , 31 Foresl St, PorJland. Wed:
Treehouse (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Greg Powers OJ, Laser Karaoke (enProgressives. Thu : Live Music. Fri : Posl
Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Modern - Chem Free: Sal: Cutting Edge
tertainment) T-B"d's, 126 N. Boyd St,
Charlie Kohfhase Quintette Gazz) Cafe
Dance: Sun : Request Night. 773· 8187.
PorUand. 773-8040 .
No. 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8t 14.
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
The Sense (rOCk) Moose Alley, 46 Market
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Satuntil3 am. No
St. Portland. 774-5246.
cover. 871-0663.
Who Knows? (rock) Horsefeathers. 193
Salutes. 20 MilkSt. Portland. Open nightly
Middle St, Portland. 773-3501.
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty, 200 RiverSIde St, Portland. Fridays, 18+. Open Fri-satunliI3am. Opens
Scott Oakley Trio Gazz) Little Willie's, 36
Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772-8033.
Market St, PorUand 773-4500.
T-Blrd'., 126 N . Boyd St, Portland. Fr~
flamingo'. Smile, Marvin Boone (rock)
Sat Dancing '50s & '60s. Wed ContemGeno's,13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891 .
poraries. 773-8040.
Papa Loves Mambo (tropical boogie)
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773- The stephen Blum Trio Gazz) Cafe No,
Continued on page 18
20 Danforth St, Por1land. 772-8114.
6886.

CLUBS

THURSDAY 10.25

SATURDAY 10.27

Bowdoin College
Brunswick
725-3151
Tin Drum
Oct 26, Visual Arts Center
3 :30 p .m. Kresge Auditorium
7 p.m. Beam Classroom

SUNDAY 10.28

DANCING

TICKETS

Tickets may be purchased at : Raffles' Bad Habits' Limelight
The Sonesta 'Blackstones Whip & Spoons' Drop Me A Line

Pacific Heights Matthew Modine and
Melanie Griffith playa young couple who
buy an old house and. after lots of hard
worll, rent an apartment In their newly
renovated home to a psychopath
(Michael Keaton) . The plot synopsis and
the cast might lead you 10 believe this is
going to be funny. Don't be fooled. The
coming attractions indicate thatthis movie
takes itself seriously (Modine in overalls
and all).

Avalon Director Barry Levinson returns to
Baltimore, where he filmed 'Diner' and
"Tin Men: after making the geographi·
cally diverse "Good Moming, Vietnam'
and "Rain Man: Levinson's latest movie
is an aUlobiographicaJ account of three
generations of an immigrant Jewish
family living in Baltimore.
Fanta.la Walt Disney's animated masterpiece, digitally remaslered for better
sound and enhanced color. One of the
finest examples of animated film ever to
have been produced. Highly recommended.

General Cinemas

cable Channel 37 in PorHand, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth , Falmoulh, & Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham.

Karaoke (interactive entertainment)
Horsefeathers. 193 Middle S~ Portland.
773-3501 .
Treehouse (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175
Pickell SI, S. Portland. 767-4627.
SWift Icecubes (rock) Moose Alley. 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Active Culture (rock) Dry Dock. 84 Commercial St, Portland. 774-3550.
Moo Goo and the Guy Pans (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Poruand.
774-0444.
Futu Futu (world beat) Raoul's,865 Forest
Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

Fabulous Food •
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Homemade Spaghetti •
Eggplant Parmesan •
~ • Ravioli • Lasagna
~I • Pizza • Steak Be ,

~ Cheese • Hot Be Cold ~
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Italian Subs • Salads_
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CERTS
THURSDAY 10.25
ZOI'II Young lind Blond (blues) 9 pm,
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
Tickels: $5, $. for So.M.B.S. members.

n3-6886.

FRIDAY 10.28
o.v-qu.re (rock) 8:30 pm, Unity College gymnasium, Quaker Hill Road,
Unity. General admission $5, $4 w~h
college 10. 948-3131.
Tal Mahal (blues folk) 8:30 pm, in Pickard
Theater, Memorial Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Tickels $7 for public,
$3 with a Bowdoin ID. 72~3201 .
Portland String Quartet (chamber
music) Travel Joumal by Alan LeVines,
Quartet in 0 Major by Mozart and
Schubert's Quartet In 0 minor. 8 pm at
Immanuel Baptist Church, High St, Portland (across from the Sonesta). Tickets
$'2 general admission, $6 lor those
under '2 and over 65. 761 -'522.

SATURDAY 10.27
The Bobs (new wave a cappella) 8:30 pm

If ordered befo ...
Thanksgiving

f?FNFI3ATFP..lMAG~MA.!Ng
774-4455

in Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall ,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Tickets
are $8 for the public, $4 with a Bowdoin
ID.~3201.

MI. .ouri Repertory T1>elllre (musical
revue) Woody Guthrie'sAmerican Song,
8 pm at Maine Center for the Arts, University of Maine at Orono. 581-'755.
Rubeary J.mm (traditional & contemporary songs esp. for kids) 3 pm at the
swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens
Ave, PorUand. Admission $3 althe dOOf.
766-2805 or 773-9549.

SUNDAY 10.28

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
Homemade Soups, Chowder, Desserts, Burgers,
Sandwiches and Much More!

OUTSIDE DECK
The October SWl. is still warm _ _
- - and our Deck is still Open!

774-3550

P. T. Barnum's favorite circus exhibit was one of his own
inventions, a honey of a snipe hunt called "This Way to the
Egress." A lurid poster promised the sight of a half-naked, halfbird woman " .. ,just inside."
Once inside the exhibit, the rubes who paid to see this birdwoman were herded through a fiendishly convoluted funhouse,
only to arrive at a door that led back outside. Above the door
was a sign bearing the legend "Egress (e' -gres) n. 1. the act of
going out or forth, emergence .. ,"
Persons victimized by such puns tend to live very cautiously
thereafter, always afraid to be the butt of another joke, They
miss a lot of good things. Believe me: I know.
The upcoming Tom Lewis concert is, on the surface at least,
another impending snipe hunt. In the first place, I happen to
know that there is no Irish Navy, and that there are in fact no
Irish submarines, Therefore there are no Irish submariners,
right?
Aha: there's one, anyway, and that's Tom Lewis. Tom served
in the British Royal Navy for 24 years before becoming a fulltime shantey singer and storyteller.
This also is a little hard to believe in some ways. I've seen
"Run Silent, Run Deep" at least a hundred times, and the
thought of some singing submariner throwing open a porthole
and bursting into song fills me with doubt. Can this be?
Well, in all candor, I haven't heard him myself, so I can't say.
But people whom I respect very much tell me that he is one hell
of a good performer. Melody Maker's Stan Hugill says that
Lewis gives " ...a wickedly accurate portrait of life in the modern
Royal Navy." Karen Matthews, of Festival of Friends, says his
voice " .., could stop a train, or chann birds from trees."
Really? And can it float a submarine? Find out on Nov, 3 at 8
p ,m. Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM, Portland, Tickets are $6
in advance and $8 at the door.
Don't forget your water wings.

Allm.n Brothe,. BlInd (rock) 7 :30 pm at
the Cumberland County Civic Center,
Portland. Tickets $17.50 in advance,
$18.50 day of show. For tickets, call box
W.D. Cutlip
office or Ticketron, 1-800-382-8080.
Portlend'. Chorll Art Socfety (choral)
Pieces to be performed indude Echoes
Between the Silent Peaks by contemporary composer Stephen Paulus and
Mozart's Solemn Vespers. 2:30 pm, Oct
28, at the cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception in Portland. Tickets are $, 2,
$8 for seniors and students. 781 -3567 .
Fall Folk Festlv81 (folk) Traditional MuRopl River Chorus with guest quartets
sic/Dance Festival, 2-6 pm, Chase and
(four-part harmony, barbershop style,
Skelton Lounges, Bates College,
for women) Harmony Under the Big
Lewiston. Admission $3. 786-6327 .
Top, Nov 3 at 2:30 and 8 pm, Catherine
La Melodle FrincaIH (lecture/recital on
McAuley High School Auditorium, PortFrenchartson9) WorksbyLiszt, Duparc,
land. Tickets $81$6 . 846-4726 .
Anything Goes The City Theater ~
Hahn, Faure, Debussy and others. 3
Tom L.wl. (sea chanteys) 8 pm, Nov 3,
ciates presents this amusing story
pm, Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham
USM's Luther Bonney Auditorium ,
wrapped around the score by Cole
campus. Admission $51$3. 780-5275.
Portland. Tickets: $6 in advance, $8 at
Porter. Nov 2-'8, Frl and Sat eves at 8
the door. 773-9549.
pm _tickets $'0; Sun matinee at 2 pm AIDS BIoneflt: The Great Pumpklm
$7 .SO. 205 Main St, Biddeford. For resMasquerade Ball, sponsored by a
ervations or information, call 282-0849.
group of community businesses and Arsenic and Old Lace Windham Stage
prolessional organizations, will be held
Theatre presents this classic about two
on Oct 3' from 8 pm on at the Sonesta
endearing maiden aunts who routinely
Hotel's Grand Ballroom in PorUand. A
poisen lonely old men. Show times: Nov
Missouri Repertory Thelllre (musical
$500 cash prize will be among the prizes
3,9, '0,16 & 17 at 7 :30 pm and Nov4,11
revue) Woody Guthrie's American Song,
offered for best costume. Local band
at2 pm. Tickets are $7 adults, S5seniors
7:30 pm at Portland City Hall AuditoPapa Loves Mambo with Charlie Brown
and studenls. For information and resrium. Tickets are $25, $20, $'5 and $'0.
wil be the featured music, playing hot
ervations, call 892-33'5 or n4-7926.
n2-8630.
calypso and Latin swing. Tickets are
Cinderella The communityLinle Theatre
$'0 in advance and $15 at the door .
of Auburn presents the musical fairy tale
They are available at Raffles, Bad Ha~,
-Cinderella,' on Oct 26 & 27 at 8 pm at
Blackstones, both Whip and Spoon 10the Performing Arts Center, Great Faits
cations, Limelight, Drop Me a Line and
School, Auburn. Tickets are $8.SO and
the Sonesta Hotel. For more informa$6. For reservationS, call 79~5853 .
tion, call Kim Burch at 76' -2582.

UPCOMING

MONDAY 10.29

On the Waterfront .1
[n the Old Port ~
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

Singing submariner

STAGE

DarkT.... The Celebration Bam Theater
presents LIght Theatre's Halloween
presentation, a connection to the archetypal past of pagan belief and superstition, including mime, magic, dance, fire,
juggling, shadow play, special effects,
scary stories, ghosts, dark humor and
visitors from the other world. Thu·Sat,
Oct 25, 26, 27 and 31 . Show time is 8
pm. The theatre is located on Stockfarm
Rd, just off Rte "7 N. in S. Paris.
Tickets are $7 for adults, $S for kids. To
make reservations, call 743-8452.
Fefd BIolletThe Twenty virtuoso dancers
of the highly acclaimed Feld Ballet
combine classical ballet with modem
dance. They'll perform at 8 pm on Oct 27
at Lewiston Jr. High School. Tickets are
reserved seating , $'6, $'4 and $'2.
Presented by LA Arts. For more information, call 782-7228.
The Ken Pierce Baroque Dance
Company Bowdoin Arts presents the
company in a program of reconstructions
and original choreographies of Baroque
dances of the '7th and early 18th cen·
turies. Nov 2at8 pm, the Dance Studio ,
Sargent Gymnasium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
725·3003.
Loot by Joe Orton Black comedy about
stolen loot produced by Portland Stage
Company Oct 3O-Nov '8 at Portland
Performing Arts Center, 2M Forest Ave .,
Portland. Preview performances Oct 303' , 7:30 pm. Performances are TueThu at 7 :30 pm; Fri at8 ; Sat at 5 and 9 ;
and Sun at 2. For ticket information, call
774-0465.
Sexual Perve,.lty In Chicago, by
David Mamet, will be presented by
USM 's Student Performing Artists at 7
pmOct26&27,and5pmOct28. USM's
Lab Theatre , Russell Hall, Gorham. $3
public, $2 students . 780-5483.
SI_I Magnolias The Center for the Arts
althe Chocolate Church presents Robert
Harling's Fri and Sat eves at 8 pm (Oct
26 , 27) and Sun aft at 3 pm (Oct 28).
Tickets are $10 and $8. For more information, call 442-8627 .

ART
OPENING
The Center for the Art. et the
Choc:olate Chun:h, 804 Washington
St, Bath . The President's Show, works
by David Brooks, Maury Colton, Lynne
Harwood, Carlo Pittore, Abby Shahn
and Pam Smith . Opening reception 5-7
pm, Nov 2. 442-8455.
The Seamen'. Club Restaurlnt, One
change St, Portland and The Baker's
Table Restaurant, 437 Fore St, PorHand
present Spirited Works by Maine Artists
Artists appearing in this show are as
follows (artists with· by their names are
showing at The Baker's Table : B.J.
Bateman: Samrith Chap , Diane
Cothern,' Wolcon Dodge, Mimi Feld ,
Denise Frohlick, Eilleen Gillespie, Ken
Hendrickson , Donna Hodgkins:
LawrenceKeUey,lverLofuing, Tim Mack.
Tom Mavrais, Christina Moulen , Bonny
Nason, Jamie Salmon, Kathleen
Sweeney, Andres A. Verzosa and
Lauren Zust. Show runs through Dec.
3' . Opening reception Oct 31 from 5·7
pm at The Seamen's Club. 767-5978 for
more information.

AROUND TOWN
The Art Gallery At Six Deering Slr. .t ,
PorHand. -Like Father, Like Son,' an
exhibition 01 oil paintings, watercolors
and pastels by T.M . Nicholas and Caleb
Stone. Show continues through Oct 27.
Gallery hours: Tue-Sat " am-5 pm the
first 2 weeks of the month ; thereafter, by
chance or by appt. n2-9605 .
The Baxter Gallery, PorUand School 01
Art, 6'9 Congress St, Portland. 'The
Swiss School : Late to Post modern
Graphic Design: Through Nov 9. Gallery hours: Tue-Sun, 11 am-4 pm, Thu
eves till 9. n5-3052.
BayyI_ Gallery, 75 Market St, Portland.
J. PhHip Richards: a comprehensive
exhibit of oils, watercolors and caseins
through Oct 3' . Exhibils by gallery artists indude works by David Unle, Orrin
Tubbs, Carol Hayes, Carol Sebord and
Helen St. Clair. Hours: 10 am-6 pm
Mon-Sat. For more information , cal 7733007.

The Center for the Arb at thl Chocolate Chun:h, Bath. An exhibition of illustrations by artist Doug las Alvord for
Sarah Orne Jewett's classic New England short story, -A White Heron:
Through Oct 28. Gallery hours: Tue-Fri
9 am-4 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 442-8627.
Congress Square Gallery, 42 Exchange St, Portland. Works of Werfel,
Gutekunst, Kline and Holmquist in oil ,
watercolor and pastel. Other gallery
artists wi" also be on view. Through midNovember. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, ,,6 pm; Sat-Sun , 12-6 pm; Fri & Sat eves,
7·9 pm. 774·3369.
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St, Portland. Second Annual Senior Citizen Art
Show : Route " '990 Kittery to
Brunswick. Through Oct 27. Gallery
hours: Tue·Sat, 11 am-5 pm. n~245 .
Dean Valentga. Gallery, 60 Hampshire
St, Portland. Frederick Lynch: an exhibit
of paintings (oil on panel). Through Nov
4. Gallery hours: Thu , 2 noon-8 pm, Fri
& Sat' 2 noon-5 pm, Sun' 2 noon-4 pm,
and byappt. n2-2042 .
Dlmorl, 26 Exchange St, Portland. Recent works by Cheryl Boykin Bryant,
through Oct 31. Hours: Mon-Wed '0
arn-6 pm, Thu·Sat 10 am-8 pm, Sun' 0
am-5 pm. For more information call 7757049.
Frost Gully Gallery, 25 Forest Ave,
Portland. New paintings by Thomas
Crony and EricGreen presented through
Nov 24. '2-5 pm, Mon-Fri. 773-2555.
Greenhut Gallerl. . , '46 Middle St,
Portland. Original work by Jane Dahmen,
Connie Hayes, Glenn Renell, Duncan
Slade , Anne Greshinger, Thomas
Connolly, Mark McKenzie and many
others. Through Nov 12. Gallery Hours :
Mon-Sat, , 0:30 am-5:3O pm. 772-2693.
Maine Potte,. Market, 376 Fore St,
PorHand. Porcelain by Nancy Bunon .
Through Oct 29 . Hours: 10 am-6 pm, 7
days a week. n4-'633.
The Joan Whitney Payson Gallery,
Westbrook College, 716 Stevens Ave ,
PorHand."Porkopolis,' Sue Coo's multi·
media works on paper examining the
meat industry and, by implication,
humanity's cruelty to humanity as reflected in humanity's cruelty to -lower'
forms of lile. Through Oct 28. Hours :
Tue·Fri '0 am-4 pm (Thu until 9 pm),
Sat·Su n , -5 pm. 797-9546.
Portland Museum of Art, Seven Con gress Square, Portland. Rellections of
the Built EnVIronment, an exhibition of
31 paintings, drawings, SCulpture and
ceramics on loan from the permanent
collection. Exhibitiondemonstrates how,
over the past century, architecture has
continued to playa diverse role in art,
both as imagery and as a physical presence assuming a sculptural form .
Through Jan 20, '99' . Tue- Sat, 10-5 ;
Sun , 12-5; free on Thu eves, ~9 . 775·
6'48.
The Spirited Gourmet. 142 SI. John St,
Portland. Mixed media art show through
Oct 31 , with works by Randall Harris,
Paul Hollingsworth , Terry McKelvey ,
Alayne & Julianne Reed and Paul
Rodrigue. Hours: Mon· Fri '0 am. 7732919.
Sleln Contemporary Glass, 20 Milk St,
Portland. Abstractvase forms in abstract
"fruit' shapes by James Holmes Oct
through Nov 30 . Hours: Mon-Sat, 1 arn6 pm, Sun' -4 pm. n2-9072.
Portland M ....um of Art, Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: TueSat, '0-5; Sun, '2-5: free on Thursday
evenings, 5-9. "The Boat Show: Fantastic
Vessels, Fictional Voyages,' an exhibit
featuring artists' interpretations of boats
in a variety of media induding glass,
wood, hay and fiber. Through Oct 28.

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
Brunswick. An exhibit of color serigraphs by S. Harpswell artist John
Carman will be on display through Oct in
LancasterLounge, Moulton Union . Also,
From Durer to Picasso: Five Centuries
of Master Prints from a Private Collection, a wide selection of European prints
dating from , 500 to the middle of this
century. Highlights include Dutch prints
of the Mannerist and Baroque periods.
In conjunction with the exhibH, Donald
A. Rosenthal, assoc. dir. and curator 01
collections, will present a lecture at 3
pm, Oct 28. Free. Museum hours: TueSat, '0 am-5 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 7253254.
Gold/Smith Gallery, 7 McKown St,
Boothbay Harbor. Collage and Ab·
stractions by Helen St. Clair, figurative
drawings by Abinas Elskus, drawings by
Fraas-Slade, acrylics by John Vander
and mixed media on paper by John
Kimball. Through Nov24 .Galleryhours :
Wed-Sat, , 0 am-5 pm, or by appl. 6336252.
Hobe Sound Galleries North .nd Elemen.. Gallery, Brunswick. Haystack
Faculty 90, an overview of works of the
faculty at Haystack Mountain School of
Crafts, induding Wayne Higby, Seth
Stem, Christine Frederighi, Bob
Trotman, Dennis Gilbert, Susan Groce,
Marjorie Moore and 27 others. Through
Nov 24. For more information, call Lynn
Hendry a' Hobe Sound Galleries North,
725· 4'9' ; or Bill Robertson at Elements
Gallery, 729-" 08.
Lewl.ton-Auburn College , 51 -55
Westminster St, Lewiston. Photography
exhibit, Quebec Joyau du Patrimoine
Modial, by Eugen Ked. Through Nov
16. Hours: Mon-Fri, 8 am-7pm. 7834860 .
Maine Audubon Soc:iety Anne Kilham
of Rockport will exhibit her silkscreened
note cards, advent calendars and watercolors through Oct 31 at the MAS
headquarters, Gilsland Farm, "8 Rte.
, in Falmouth. Hours: 9 am-5 pm MonSat, noon·5 pm Sun's and holidays.
78 '-2330.
Thomas Memorial LIbrary, 6 Scott Dyer
Rd, Cape Elizabeth . Bernice Madinek
Glixman will display a selection of her
sculpture through Dec 8. 799-'720.
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Once in a Blue
Moon something
special happensl
And it's happening now:
Our new Blues Club
is open

•••• .A.

Fri & Sat Nights
No Cover • Proper Dress Required

Sat & Sun, Oct, 27 & 28
425 Fore 51.871-0663
In Portland's Old Port.

Marty's Oktoberfest
Outdoor Music and Food
12 to 4PM

OTHER

Congress Square Park at the corner of
Highand Congress streets. Forthe fourth
year in a row , Uptown & Co. and Portland School of Art have joined forces to
spon sor the annual Art in the Park
competition which places a temporary
sculpture in the Congress Square Park
area . This year's winning entry is deSigned by Jeanne Simmons, and con·
sists of a nine-foot -image of woman"
which literally springs from the ground.
Go take a look!
Opening the Doo,. to C,..tlvity - A
Multl-Medl. Workshop Six sessions
designed to help empower you with the
essence of your unique creativity. For
people who have never owned their
creativity, want to reclaim it, or who own
itbutwanttoenhanceit Theexperiences
are process-oriented. No previous art
train ing or "talent' necessary. Beginning
Tue eves Oct 3O-Dec 4, 6 :30-9 :30 pm.
Cost: $'SO - includes all materials. 247
Blanchard Rd, Cumberland. For more
information call 829-5750.
"The PerlOnal Book," taught by artist
and papermaker Richard Lee, will allow
n~6'48 .
University of Southern Maine, Camparticipants to make a book out of handpus Center, Portland. -Pars Orientalis:
made paper using a creative bookform
East Asia in Old Maps,' an exhibit illusof Iheir choosing . Sponsored by Maine
Writers & Publishers Alliance, Two-day
trating the development of cartographic
representations of China, Japan, Korea
crafts workshop, '0 am-3 pm Oct 27 and
, -4 pm Oct 28 at Richard Lee's studio,
and other parts of East Asia from the
, 5th- to the 19th-centuries. Through Oct
76 Maine St (3rd lloor). Cost is $55 for
30. Hours: 7am-l0pm, Mon-Fri, 'OamMWPA members, $65 for others. Preregistration is required . Send payment
'0 pm Sat·Sun . 780-5492 or 780-4090.
to MWPA, 19 Mason St, Brunswick
Zootz, 29 Forest Ave, Portland. -Homel
040'1 . For more information , call 72' Homeless' Art Show - 100 works in the
0678.
.
show, hall of which are done by the
homeless. Through Nov 3 . Hours : Tue Wildlife Art Photo Competition sponsored by Maine Arts Commission and
'2-3 pm, Wed '2-5 pm, Thu '2-8 pm,
Dept. of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife:
Frl-Sat 12·5 pm. Admission is free. 77~
emphasis this yearison photos of Maine
0105 or 549-75'6.
wildlife species. To be eligible, Maine
photographers, 18 years of age and
older, must deliver up to 2 original 35
mm slides of their photographs by the
deadine. No prints will be accepted for
judging. Winning entries win be displayed
in the Govemor's Gallery Space in the
State House in Augusta from Jan 3' March 20, , 991 . For a copy of the contest guidelines, contact the Maine Arts
Conmission, State House Station 1125,
Augusta 04333, or call 289-2724 .

THURSDAY OCTOBER 25

THRILLER
THURSDAY
GREG POWERS DJ-

Introducing Laser
Karaoke

Video-Sing-A-Long, You can be a star!
DOORS OPEN AT 7· NO COVER !!!
$1 Bud Light Drafts all night long!

FRIDAY OCTOBER 26

THANKWMGX
IT'S FRIDAY
Fantastic Free

Happy Hour Buffet
Bud Light Drafts
$1.93 Well Drinks 4·7

SUNDAY OCTOBER 28

HEADLINER COMEDY
HEADLINERS:

Vinnie Favorito
Also Appearina : Julie Barr
Doors open at 7.Showtime 8:30
TUESDAY OCTOBER 30

{~,

Country Dance
Lessons

7:30-8:30

1st 200 people

by a professional
instructor
Continued dancing to
COUNTRY MUSIC

SATURDAY OCTOBER 27

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 31

93~

i. for FREE almr 7 p.m.

DANCING TO THE
50's & 60's & 70's
1st 200 people
in tor FREE!

Doors open al 7

WBLM
HAllOWEEN BASH

$200. Prize lor Best Costume
$100. For Runner-up prize

DoolS open at 7

UPCOMING EVENT:
Wed Nov. 7, NRBQ
Tix : $8 advance, $10 day of the show
Available at T-Birds & The Record Exchange

eo"tinUl!d 0" P'lge 20

126 North

ME • 773-8040

'bciOb~ ~S, 1990
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Continued from page 19

SENSE
Community leadership Program The
Community leadership Institute at USM
is designed to help individuals and organizations develop their capacity to
become effective and well-inlormed
community leaders. The next short
course being olfered in the Cli program
is "Media: Paid, Eamed and Antagonistic: beginning Nov 1,4:30-6:45 pm. The
class will meet on 3 Thu eves. Tuition is
$65. For more inlormation, call 8746500.
Dr. Helen Calclcott w~1 speak on Environmentalism, Global Harmony and
Citizen Action at 7:30 pm, 0cI25, Muskie
Archives, Bates College, l_iston. Free.

BLACK
TIE
•
distinctive catering

I.

I

ttY
t
f

Book us now for all of your

HolidilY Catering
needs

870 Broad

• So. Portland • 799-7119

Patricia Nick, founder and director of the
Vinatlaven Press, will discuss herwork.
4 pm, Oct 25, USM's Hastings lounge,
Gorham. Free and open to the public.
780-5460.
The People'. Republic Today li Xiaolin,
First Secretary ,Embassyofthe People's
Republic of China, will speak. 8 pm, Oct
30, USM's luther Bonney Hall, Portland. Free and open to the public. 7804200.
Poet Deborah Ward DeNicola will read
from her work as part of The Cafe Review Readings Series Oct 30 at 8 pm in
the Cafe No, 20 Danforth St, Portland.
Admission is $2. 772-8114.
Political Campaign Strategy and
Tactics will be featured by Sebago
Magazine, a community TV show produced by SI. Joseph's College. The
show will consist 01 a 3-member panel
discussing modern campaign strategies
and tactics, campaign ethics and "the
good, the bad and the ugly· of current
campaigns in Maine. Thehall-hourshow
is schedured to air on Public Cable
(Channel 37 for most viewers in Greater
Portiand) as follows: Oct 26, 8:30 pm;
Oct 27, 2:30 and 8:30 pm; Oct 28, 2:30
and 8:30 pm; 0cI29, 2:30 and 8:30 pm;
Oct 30, 10:30 am; Oct 31, 10:30 am;
Nov " 10:30 am. 892~766, ext 771.

,.
I

A boUstic approacb to
tberapeutic massage by a
professional experienced in
conventional medicine.

I

I

Kllq ,.
,

I

Kathie D" McGonagle, LPN, CMT
TherapeutiC Massage

£L \ \

207-846-3306 or 781-5540

ANJON'S
ltaliall Re.taurallt

anel Lounle

.lllce 1957

"Specials"
Lunch 11:30-5-7 Days
o Fish and Chips
yOW' Cbo/ce
-UverAOnJoWl
oJ!aplaftt .....mlaiana
.95

$2

- Broiled. Salmon

yOW' Cboke

:~~$3"95

-Tortdllnl Seafood Alfredo
- Lobstet- RoD
" ' - Cbo/ce
oFisherman's Platte~4 95

521 U,S,

Route 1,
Scarborough,
Maine

(. i1oddod< • o.hrimp • dama)

"

DINNER SPEOALS

Tel: (207)

-One Pound Sirloin
-Two Boiled Lobsters Your
• All major credit cards accepted ·seafoocl Fettuccine $Choice
Cafbooara
"95

883·9562

9

• Happy Hour Mon.-Pri. 4-8
( • LoIloIet - Shrimp • Satllof><i>
• Plenty of Free Parking
-Otk:keo A Shrimp PIcatta
• Free Appetizers in our Lounge

Energy Conservation Classes The
Energy Conservation Division of the Dept
01 Economic and Community Development will conduct a series 01 workshops
on energy conservation this lall. Upon
completion of the workshop, participants
will receive a certificate for a 50 percent
rebate up to $200 lor weatherization
materials, energy efficient lighting
products and heating system maintenance. The REAP workshops will be
conducted through area adult education
programs. Contact your local Adult
Education Dirctor or the Energy Conservation Division at 289-6000 lor
workshop times and places nearest you.
An exploration of Selluallty and Film
A year-long series 01 films focusing on
various issuesol sexuality will be shown
at Bowdoin College on Mon eves. Films
will be shown in the Language Media
Center, Sills Hal, at 7:30 pm. These
screenings are open to the public. Films
to be shown include Rosemary's Baby!
Nosferatu Oct 29 and Swept Away Nov
5. 725-3003.
GhOllts and Haunted Hau... RevisIted Norm Gauthier, director 01 the Society for Psychic Research of New
Hampshire and Massachusetts, will
explore tales of ghosts and haunted
houses, relating his research on over
200 buildings and interviews with over
1,000 people. 7-9 pm, Oct 30, USM's
luther Bonney Hall, Portland. Admission: $18. 874-6500.
Gone WIth the Wlnd: Film and Novel is
a lecture and disaJssion series sponsored by the Cape Elizabeth Historic
Preservation Society and the Thomas
Memorial library. Film: Oct 30, 7 pm;
Discussion of novel: Nov 8, 7 pm. In the
COI1'1IOOnity Room of the Thomas Memorial library, 6 Scott Dyer Road, Cape
Elizabelh.799-1720.
Introduction to Screenwrltlng, Part
II, a workshop, is a nuls-and-bolts intro
10 the lonnat and devices of screenplays. Taught by screenwriter and novelist Mike Kimball, author of Firewater
Pond. 10 am-3 pm, Oct 27. Cost is $30
for members of MWPA, $35 for others.
Preregistration required; nowalk-inswill
be admitted. Send payment to MWPA,
19 Mason SL Brunswick 04011. To reserve a space call 729-6333.
Opera On Film A series of six opera videos wil be shown at Bowdoin CoNege in
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center.
All six will be shown on Suns at 7 pm.
Screenings are free and open to the
public. "La Boheme" (Zeffirelli version)
on Oct 28, ·The Threepenny Opera" on
Nov 11, and "The Rake's Progress· on
Nov 25. For more information, call 7253254'.

Sea Ducks: Hunting the Offshore
Ledge l.l. Bean oilers this public clinic
on Oct 251rom 7:30-8:30 pm, at the L.l.
Bean Retail Store on Rte 1 In Freeport.
Call 1-800-341-4341 , ext. 7800 or (207)
865-4761, ext. 7800.
Shambhala Training level One: Ordinary Magic, the Art of Being Human.
Weekend seminar 01 talks, interviews,
discussions and meditation practices.
Friday night Introductory talk free and
open to the public at 8 pm, Nov 2.
Scholarships and studentlsenior discounts available. Nov 2-4,123 Main S1.
Yarmouth (North Yarroouth Academy).
For more information, call 761 -1548.
Special Needs The Employment Coordinating Council of Southern Maine is
sponsoring seminars on transilion
geared towards special needs youth
and their families. Seminars: Oct 25,
"Community Providers·; Nov 15, "Family Advocacy." Child care and transportation will be avaIlable for each seminar
by prior reservation. The building is fully
accessible and interpretors will be on
hand. For more information or reservations, call 1-800-564-9696. Admission
is free. Each of the seminars will be held
in Room 250 from 7-9 pm, at PRVTC,
196 Allen Ave, Portland.
Too Good for Her Own Good: BreakIng Free from Female ResponsibilIty Claudia Bepko and Jo-ann Krestan,
the authors of this new book in exploring
female responsibility and behavior, will
discuss theirworkat 7 pm, Oct 29 at the
Curtis Memorial library ,23 Pleasant St,
Brunswick. 725-5242.
Us.,.' Group The Downeast 9gers, a
group of owners of Texas Instruments
home computer and related hard- and
software, are interested in helping anyone owning a TI99!4A find what s/he
needs to make the system more productive. Monthly meetings held every
second Mon at Maine Specialty Foods,
184 Read St, Portland. For more info or
directions, call Tom Berman at n45048 or Patrick Powell at 934-2952.
Yarmouth Wate Audit During the 1st
two weeks in Nov, the Yarroouth Waste
Reduction and Recycling Committee will
be conducting a Waste Audit with town
businesses and 50 participating households. The purpose is to determine the
type and amounts of waste generated in
Yarmouth . This exercise affords the
opportunity for Yarmouth households
and businesses to examine their waste
generation and disposal habits. If you
are interested in participating in this
project lor all types and sizes of households from single person to roolti-family
households, contactT om Plante at n55401 (w), 846-0718(h), or Amy Soule at
846-9369. Respond by Oct 25.

OFF THE
CLOCK
The Community leadership Program
is for people who are or want to be
actively involved in their communities
and who want their actions to make a
difference. The program runs from JanApril and provides participants the opportunity to develop their leadership
skills, broaden their understanding 01
community issues, leam from community leaders and meet other individuals
with similar interests. Call the USM Dept.
01 Community Programs for more information at 874-6500.
Donate Blood! The Portland Red Cross
is looking for donors. Magicians aren't
the only ones who can perform wonders.
For more information, call n5-2367.
Healing Apprentices are now being accepted for an innovative program creating healing environments. Volunteers
wil gain hands-on experience. For more
inlormation,caJIMayboSomedayatn33275.
Refugee R. .ettlement Program is
opening a second "transit house"
apartment to help provide temporary
housing for the large number of new
arrivals. Donations of the following urgently requested: beds, Unens, silverware, dishes and cook ware. Also
needed: people to provide 2 weeks
temporary housing to new arrivals. To
donate goods or volunteer, call 8717437.
School Vofunteers The Adams Comroonity School, a kindergarlen through
3rd grade facility in Portland, needs
volunteers and, more important, a Vol·
unteer Coordinator to get their program
going. The Coordinator will assist
teachers, parents and administrators in
encouraging parents, community
members and businesses to participate
in school altairs and in enriching students' experiences. The right person
will be organized, able to motivate
people, possess good communication
skills and a good imagination, pleasant
disposition, an interest in education and
a commItment to improving the lives of
children. For more information. call the
Center for Voluntary Actionat874-1015.

'This staff volunteered to recycle all of the waste paper from
the 1990 Maine Democratic ronvention," says Barbara. '1t was a
gigantic undertaking and a big success. It was our program
director's (Bob Stein's) idea."
Bob Stein has been on one telephone or another for six
months and is not quite sure if the recycling effort was his idea,
but he remembers the spirit in which it was made. 'There was
initial agreement early on to do things like recycle paper. We
weren't after symbolism. We wanted to do something that was
real. This was the first major recycling effort at any convention
in history, so it was a sort of a milestone."
Other "Rolde Crew" efforts have been to build
"Castlemania," a community playground at Mallett School in
Farmington, and to organize an uproming statewide, free, oneday medical clinic in Maine.
"We haven't lined up all the doctors yet," says Bob, "but if it
happens, it's going to be a really big event. I'm really excited,"

The price of victory

'.

vasser get in return for his or her 60 hours?
"One earns a great deal of satisfaction," says canvasser Todd
Chretien, tongue-in-cheek, "and about $375 a week."
If this sounds like a lot of money, consider that the job only
lasts seven months, and that most will be looking for work this
November whether Neil Rolde wins or not.
Michael Pajak hopes that he, at least, won't have that
problem. "Where will I be a month from now? Hopefully
working for Neil Rolde in Washington. I think I'm going to be
there."

Across the lines
Three things indicated that my visit to the Cohen campaign
headquarters would be significantly different from my visit to
the Rolde campaign headquarters, all of which proved to be
false.
The first indicator came in the mail. In his rush to get back to
me on some issue or other, Cohen campaign press secretary
Doug Jones sent me a message printed on stationary from a
couple of campaigns ago.
When I tried to call Doug back, I discovered that one of the
telephone numbers listed on the stationery had been disronnected. The other belonged to a private residence somewhere in
Portland - people not likely to vote for the senator, as they have
grown weary with taking Mr. Cohen's urgent calls. I thought: Is
this some sort of dimly veiled message of political rancor? Are
they avoiding me? Why would a group of solid Republicans not
want to speak to someone from Casco Bay Weekly?
The second harbinger of new experiences was the appearance of the Cohen headquarters itself. Unlike the posh high-rise
grandeur of the Rolde campaign headquarters, the Cohen
campaign is situated in a duplex on outer Congress Street. From
across the street, it resembles nothing so much as a cut-rate
insurance firm, the kind of business that would run a newspaper ad beginning with the words, "Have You Lost Your
Driver's License?"
The third sign of electoral otherness hangs ponderously
inside the first floor office. After relinquishing my jacket to a
helpful staffer, I found myself face-to-face with a larger-thanlife - perhaps even larger-than-God - portrait of the candidate
himself, the Honorable Sir Senator William Cohen: poet,
congressman and power forward. (Which is a position on a
basketball team, in case you don't follow such things.)
It's an incredible, not to say frightening, sight. His teeth are

What is unusual about the "Rolde Crew's" extracurricular
activities is not so much their willingness to do something for
the state or the local rommunity, but that they find time to do
anything else at all.
After seven to 10 months of 65-hour work weeks, the average
campaign worker is ready for a gold watch and a rent-rontrolled condo in Horida. As it is, most canvassers and staffers
don't have time to scratch, let alone build some kid a castle.
'This is a great job for single workaholics," says Barbara
Holt. "But we have a lot of married people on staff here. You
have to live a campaign, and most marriages do not flourish
under these condi tions."
Bob Stein and his wife have two kids, whom Bob sees
occasionally, but seldom when they're awake. 'This has always
been a time-consuming job," he says, "but since Labor Day it's
all been 60- to 7O-hour weeks. It's been hard on the kids and
hard on me. But I guess it's been hardest on my wife."
And it may get harder. Like half a dozen or so other Rolde
staffers, Bob faces the peculiar pain of victory. If Rolde wins,
then Bob and his family may be asked to pull up stakes in
beautiful Southern Maine and head for the urban desolation of
Washington, D.C.
'That would be the big question. If Neil wins, I would like to
stay in Maine, but I think that my wife would want to go to
Washington. She just happens to like big cities. We'll see."
Most of the canvassers, the
door-to-door "campaign
grunts" upon whom successful campaigns are built, don't
have to worry about going to
Washington. "We're going to
be Rolde supporters," says
Sandra Gilbert, part-owner of
The Mind's Eye frame shop
in Freeport. "We're going to
stay here and vote."
Sandra and three of her rogrunts sit at a table in the
center of the Rolde headquarters stuffing envelopes and
talking quieti y while the
campaign rages around them.
istening to them compare
notes, it becomes apparent
that canvassers have the most
interesting and the most
boring jobs in the campaign.
Many of the canvasser's
day-to-day tasks, like stuffing
envelopes, are not interesting
enough even to be properly
boring. But others, like going
door-to-door and meeting the
Common Folk, can be
extremely interesting.
Too interesting, maybe.
"Look at this," says canvas
director Michael Pajak. He
hands me a clipboard that
Leslie Merrll connects with the electorate near the end of a long, long day"
has suffered some sort of
trauma. One rorner of the
bigger than wallets. The pores on his nose are the size of
clipboard is bent and has been punctured by what looks to have
teacups. The adjective that romes to the mind is "obscene." I
been a ,38 caliber slug, Stuck in the clip is a piece of paper that
wonder: isn't this the sort of thing that we send people like
bears this caveat:
Cohen to Washington to make laws against in the first place?
"To those who dare to canvas! On Saturday, August 18, 1990,
But after a few minutes of casual chitchat with Bob Tayrer,
Tim Foret, a volunteer canvasser for the Rolde Campaign,
Cohen's campaign manager, I find that I am once again at ease,
prevented the loss of his left thigh by sacrificing his clipboard to
the memory of Cohen's cavernous nostrils already fading.
the canines of a 120 lb. German shepherd. Asked afterward if he
"We look for three things when we hire staffers," says Mr.
wanted to canvas the following week, Tim replied, 'Sure, but
Tayrer, "FITst, they have to be rommitted to Bill Cohen. We see
can I have a new clipboard?'"
a lot of browsers and current-events types that are pretty bright
Pajak, himself an old campaigner, has seen his share of
and know how to talk issues, but that's not what we need here.
action, of rourse.
"Second, we look for someone who is willing to get his or her
"I was nipped in the ankle by a Pekinese in Westbrook this
hands dirty. A lot of people tell you in advance that they don't
summer. He didn't break the skin, though."
Still, it was well that Pajak had a job, what with all the talk
about the high rost of health care. What does a salaried canContinued on page 10

Tim Foret, a
volunteer
canvasser for the
Rolde Campaign,
prevented the
loss of his left
thigh by
sacrificing his
clipboard to the
canines of a 120
lb. German
shepherd"
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HELP
A..R. T .s. Anonymous is a group ollocaJ
artists recovering through the Twelve
Steps, who have come together to form
a support group that meets every Mon
eve at 7 pm at SI. luke's Cathedral,
State St, Portland. For more information, call 846-6911.
Biracial Famlll. .' Support Group The
YWCA Racial Justice Conmittee has
organized asupportgroup for parents of
children in biracial familes. The winter
schedule of meetings is as lollows: Nov
7,14,28 & Dec 12, from 6:30-8 pm, at
the YWCA. 87 Spring St, Portland.
Participation is Iree and open to the
public. For more inlormation, call the
YWCA at 874-1130.
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Support
Group meets the first and third Sun of
every month from 4-5 pm in the Mercy
Hospital basement auditorium For more
information, call n5-2219 or 625-8412.
Individuals with Disabllltl. . (sponsored
by Alpha One, Center for Independent
living) holds meetings the 3rd Mon of
each month, 7-8:30 pm, in the Corrvnunity Room, landry Village, Westbrook
St, S. PorUand. For more information,
call Cress at 767-2189.
Infant Parenting classes are now being
offered by Portland Public Health for
PorUand residents. Meet other parents.
share ideas, frustrations and joys 01
parenting. Class begins Nov 2. For more
information or to register, call 874-8300
ext. 8784.
Ingraham Volunt_rs Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Call n4-HElP.
Injured Workers Meeting for workers
having diffICUlty with workman's compo
system 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church,
comer of lebanon and Maine streets,
Sanford.

Photos by
Tonee Harbert
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want to canvas or whatever.
"Third, you have to believe that the experience itself is
meritorious. We want peaple with some enthusiasm."
They've got 'em. The Cohen campaign staff is considerably
smaller than the Rolde staff: 10 salaried staffers, most of whom
work primarily in the main office. Anyone of the Cohen people
could fill in at the Rolde campaign, and in fact most of them
look, dress, walk and talk like people on the Rolde campaign
staff.
Expecting to find a relaxed, Cohen's-tortoise-to-Rolde's-~are
campaign, I am surprised to learn that the Cohen staff has hved
the same grueling schedule as the Rolde peaple - for almost as
long. "I started working on this campaign back in February,"
says Doug Jones. "Most of us work about twelve hours a day,
six days a week. It's a long week."
But not everyone works those hours. Christina Mclaughlin
works in data entry for the Cohen campaign a mere 40 hours a
week. What does she do in her spare time? "I'm a student at
USM," she says. "I'm taking three classes this term. If I'm lucky,
I sleep."

-\!llill\(~ml I(II

Citizens in the land of the cynical
Downstairs in Cohen campaign headquarters, away from the
telephones and computers, two volunteers sit stuffing envelopes. One, a pleasant man named James Duclos, works 10 to 15
hours a week on the Cohen cause in various capacities. "I used
to be a Democrat," he says. "Now I'm doing everything I can
for the Republican effort. It's one way to see that what you care
about in this society comes to pass.
"Working on a campaign like this is the next best thing to
running for office yourself. This is the best way to see your
ideas converted into actions."
Sitting next to James at the back table is Torn Gieringer, a
youth of some 50 years, who has corne, he says, to do som~thing
about the state the world's in. How long has he been workmg
on this campaign?
"About 45 years," he says. "I've been escorting people to the
polls, going to hospitals so that peaple can sign sick ballots,
things like that. I'm a warden at the Portland Vocational School
on election day. I'm definitely involved."
He certainly is. With all due respect to the envi~?nmental
brain trust, it sounds like Torn Gieringer has been thm~mg
globally and acting locally" for some time now. How do we get
everybody else involved this way?
. .
.
"To get people invol ved is probably the most difficult thing
that anyone can do. 1'd say that the best way to get people
involved is to get them hot on an issue that's close to home,
something they can get excited about."
.
Meanwhile, the race roars on to its inevitable conclUSiOn inevitable in the sense that one candidate will get the nod and
the other will get the shaft.
Thus has it ever been in the land of the brave and the home
of the free, and ever so shall it be. Elections corne and elections
go, but there are two things that you can always count on .. The
first is that the winners are winners in every way, unblemished
reflections of the people's will, and the second is that the losers
will never, ever be heard from again. Or at least not until the
next election.
We are a people with great traditions and short memories.
It may seem to you that my memory has failed, that I have
somehow overlooked those greatest of great American campaign traditions, those inspired political practices that have
brightened our dreary corner of the world for 10, these many
decades.
Heaven forbid! Let the record show that this is simply not so.
In my travels between the Rolde and Cohen campaigns, I
observed that each group treats the opposition's stated intentions with exaggerated incredulity at every opportunity. The
tolerance of the opposition that has heretofore made good
government possible is no longer in effect ~ if it ever w.as.
Inside the headquarters of either campaign, a sneenng,
cynical regard for The Enemy has grown far out ~f proportion
to any rational limit. And in each camp, th.e candidates themselves are regarded with a fawning, slack-Jawed awe. that IS
almost unend urable. This is still America, and there IS much to
be cynical about.
But there is nothing here to engender apathy. These people
care deeply about this country, and are working like Hercules
for solutions to its problems.
.
However you feel about the candidates in this campaign, you
have to respect the people who are waging it.
Do what they do, people: do something.
W.D. Cutlip does what he S/lY$, and not what he does .

Flu Clinics The Heaith Promotion Program of Comrrunity Heaith Services will
sponsor an Adult Flu Clinic for $8, at the
following tirnes and locations: Oct 31
from 9:30-11 :30 am. St. Anne's Church,
Gorham. For more information . call 7757231, ext 551 or 1-800-479-4331 .
Health.hare Arcade at Portland Public
Library has computer programs. Health
Risk Appraisal and more to help you
leam about your health. Call 871 -1700
for hours.
A Healthy Day for Women Mercy Hospital and University of Southern Maine
sponsor a day-long conference. including various workshops. with the following goals: a look at both traditional and
non-traditionai approaches to healing
and well-being ; new information and
resources for common heaith concerns
to women ; tips for staying fit. managing
stress. and healthy eating ; an opportu·
nity to grow 10 higher levels of spiritual
and emotional growth; mutual support
and leaming from each other. Nov 3.
8 :30 am-4 :15 pm , USM. Portland
Campus. Fee: $55. includes lunch. Early
registration encouraged. For more infonnation or to make registrations, cali
874-6500.
H,O.P.E. Self-help support groups with
facilitators meet weekly to help heal the
emotional pain associated with serious
diseases. Meetingsareat Unity Church ,
16 Columbia Rd. Portland. Tuesdays 24 pm, 5-7:30 pm and Thursdays 10 am12 noon . There are also support groups
for the family and friends of the ill that
meet Thu's, 7·9 pm. For more information call1 -BOO-339-HOPE.
Innerlight Well ness offers Kripalu yoga
classes. individual yoga therapy sesBack Injury Prevention The American
sions and hoiistic well ness consultalion
Red Cross. PorUand Chapler, is offering
services. Fall yoga classes are ongoing
certification in back injury prevenlion. 1in Porliand. Introductory offer available
3 pm. Oct 29 (2 hours). $25. Advance
for individual yoga therapy session. Fall
registration is required ; walk-in students
workshops: Oct 27. 9 :30 am-4 pm.
nol accepted. 524 Forest Ave. Portland.
Kripalu Yoga Introductory Intensive Call 874-1192 for further information .
the five stages of meditation-in-motion ,
Breast Cancer Screening During Oct.
$60: Dec 1. 9 :3Oam-4pm. Kripalu Yoga
many facilities throughoul Maine which
and the Chakras - home practice lor the
perform mammograms are offering
holidays and beyond, $60. Call 874mammograms at reduced prices to
2341
for informationlregistrationllocaover
40
years
of
age.
women who are
tion.
who have not had one in the past two
years. who are not pregnant or nursing. Medicinal Herba for Senior Health A
1-day workshop will focus on the pattems
and who do not have symploms of breast
and problems of aging. and will cover
cancer. Women may cali 1 -800-4medicinal herbs useful for the various
CANCER during Oct between 9 am and
body systems as they undergo this
4:30 pm to determine their eligibility to
process. We wili discuss osteoporosis!
part.cipate in the program.
arthritis, cardiovascular disturbances.
Community CPR American Red Cross
d.gesbve function . cancer. allergies and
offers cerllfication in adult. child and
more. Participants wili also make an
inlanlCPR skrlls (8 hours) . 6 pm-10 pm.
herbal preparation 10 lake home .
Nov 16 & 23. Portland Chapter. 524
Worl<shop will be heidonOct27 from 10
Forest Ave. Portland. 874·1192.
am-3 pm, in Bridgton. Fee: $40. For
Community Health Services wili
more information, call Corinne Martin at
sponsor an adult health screening for
647-2724.
diabetes. anemia. coiorectalcancer. high
blood pressure and choleslerol level. Portland Sufi Order Universal Worship
ServICe will now be offered every month
Two or more tests per person are
at 222 St. John St. suite 132. Service will
avaiable. time permitting. Donation. Nov
be conducted by Sativa Martin on Sun1, 1-4 pm. Steep Falls Center Memorial
days starting at 12 noon on Nov 30. 874Clinic; Nov 5.10 am-1 pm. Casco Town
2938.
Hall ; Nov 8. 10 am-1 pm, Chebeague
Safety BuHdlng ; Nov 13 at 10:30 am. Public Cholesterol and Bfood Pre.·
aure Screenings The USM Lifeline
Freeport Oak LeafTerrace; Nov 14, 1-3
Center for Fitness. Recreation and Repm. Cape Elizabeth Town Hall ; Nov 20 ,
habilitation wili be offering public cho12:30-2 :30 pm. Gray Congregational
lesterol and blood pressure screenings
Church Hall ; Nov 21, 9 :30 -11:30 am,
on Nov 1 from 5-8 pm, and Nov 6 from 11
Windham Community Building ; Nov 26,
am-2 pm. Screenings are done on a
1-3 pm, Scarborough Town Hall: Nov
walk-in basis. first come, lirst served.
28, 9 :30-11 :30, Gorham St. Anne's
Fee is $8. Call 780-4170 for more inChurch . For more information on any of
formation . At the USM gym on Falmouth
the preceding. call775-7231 . ext551 , or
St in Portland.
1-800-643-4331 .
Chf Cf • • Beginning T'ai Chi is an
CPA The 3rd Annuai CPR Weekend,
ancient marshai art that is meditation in
sponsored by the American Heart Asmovement that deveiops relaxation. Free
sociation. is scheduled for Nov 2-3 at
Demo Oct 25 at 7:30 pm at the Casco
Verrilio' s Restaurant and Portland
Bay Movers, 341 Cumberland Ave .
Convention Center. The conference is
Classes begin Nov 1, and cost $8 each .
designed to provide a forum for sharing
Call Greg Larson at 549-3183 for more
and learning that will facilitate the
information.
teaching of CPR. For furiher information,
contact the AHA offICe at 20 Winter St, USM Ltfellne is offering a new fitness
program, starting this month, catled Ski
Augusta or catl 623-8432, or 800-244Fit. It is a concitioning program designed
4202.
to get skiers in peak form before the
eating OI80rdersAwareneu W_k, an
season begins. Program has c0mpointernational effort to educate the public
nents for downhil and cross-eountry
about eating disorders such as anorexia
skiing. In the Bodyshop in the gym on
nervosa, bulimia and compulsive
the USM Portland campus on Falmouth
overeating. runs from Oct 22-28. The
st. Cai17B0-4170 for more information .
Maine EDAW Chapter is sponsoring a

Mental Health Forum The Maine Dep't
01 Mental Health and Mental Retarda·
tion is sponsoring a public forum on
mental health issues statewide. These
forums are held annually to provide
Maine citizens the opportunity to e~
press their ideas and concems about
mental health and special services in
Ma.ne. The forum will concentrate on
children'sservlces from 3 :30-5 pm. Adult
mental health Issues will be the focus of
the 5 :30 through 7 pm sessions. Oct 29 .
Payson Smith Hall, USM , Portland . Call
289-4200 for further information.
Rape Crisis Center Annual Meeting
Family. Friends and Others: ReactIons
to Sexual Assault, leaturing keynote
speaker Dr. Ellen Brockman of the Victim
Services Agency. NYC. 7 ·9 pm, Oct 25 .
Woodfords Congregatoonal Church. 7743613
Senior Outreach Services In response
to the needs ot older people, Southern
Maine Area Agency on Aging is prov.ding Senior Outreach Services to the
following locations: Warren Congregational Church . 810 Main St. Westbrook.
1st Mon of each month. for reSIdents of
Westbrook and Gorham. from 9am-12
noon ; Ross Center. 38 Washington St.
Biddeford . 1s1 Tue of each month . for
residents of Biddeford. Saco & OOB .
from 9 am-12 noon . M Elder Advocate
will be available 10 assisl .esidenls with
their aging ' related issues and concerns.
such as Medicare, insurance , housing .
social security. elc. This serv.ce is provided free of charge. 775-6503 or 1fJOO.427 ·7411 .
The Single Parent.' Home Schooling
Support Group meets once a month .
AiJy single parent interested in home
educalion is weirome to attend. For
more information. call 772-7269.
Special Need. The Emptoyment Coordinating Council of Southem Maine is
sponsoring seminars on transition
geared Iowards special needs youth
and their families. Seminars: Oct 25.
"Community Providers'; Nov 15, "Fam·
lIy Advocacy." Child care and transportation will be available for each seminar
by prior reservation . The building is fully
accessible and interpretors will be on
hanel. For more informalion or reservations, call 1-800-564-9696. Admission
is free. Each of the seminars will be heid
in Room 250 from 7-9 pm, at PRVTC,
t96 Allen Ave, Portland.

WELL
NESS
Aerobic. Class South PorUand Parks &
Recrealion offers an aerobics class
beginning Nov 12, 10 be held each Mon
& Wed from 5 :15-6:15 pm, or each Mon,
Wed & Fri from 6:15-7:15 am. al South
PorUand Rec Center. Cosl $27.50 for 2
limesfoNeek; $40 for 3 timeslweek. Both
classes run forsi~ weeks. Call 799-7996
lor more delais. Pre-registrationrequ~ed
al South Portland Recreation Center , 21
Neison Road . South Portland.
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as low as

MONTH-FULL
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. per perSO'l paid n full

oAerobics/Step Aerobics
-NautilUS
oFree Weights
oTanning

-Massage Therapy
oFreeze Policy
oSauna & Steam Rooms
o12'x12' Jacuzzi

Portland fA Regency

HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST, .. OLD PORT

871-7054

Class in
aG1ass!

r.

fashion show called Celebrate Your
Shape on Oct 28 Irom 2-4 pm. It's an
opportunity lor women to leam that they
can dress nicely even if they are not built
like models. The moderator of the show
wiN be WGME's Kim Block . Tickets $15.
Place: Keeley the Katerer. Portland. For
additional information, call Suzanne
Murawski at 854-8464. Another EDAW
event is Fearless Friday: A Day Without
Dieting. The public will be encouraged
to enjoy eating on this day without ob·
sessive concern about calories.
Flu Clinics The City of PorUand will sponsora flu cUnicon Oct 25.100 State St, 9
am-12 pm. In addition, flu clinics will be
held through the week of Oct 22 from 810amand 4-5 pm daily. at the following
places: Munjoy Hill Health Station. 134
Congress St; Reiche Health Station .
166BrackettSt; Riverton HeaHhStation,
1600 Forest Ave.
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by Frank Gaziano
Budweiser and Bud Ught make
a truly great pair in bringing
many pleasurable moments to
quality loving people. Here's a
surprising fact... Although the New
York Mets have had many famous
players in their history,
including
Darryl
Strawberry, Keith
Hernandez, Gary
Carter, Tom Seaver
and Dwight Gooden,
No player on the Mets
has EVER won the most
Valuable Player Award
in the National League
in any year... That's
hard to believe, but
true. Bud Light Is the
fastest growtng beer
tn America. It Is one of the top
tcnbeers alongwithBudweiser
and Busch beer. This Is a great
record with the several hundred beer brands in the U,s.
Here's a sports quiz for you .. .In
which sports are the playing fields

or :;reas the following
lengths? ... (A) from 3 to 4
miles ... (B) 78 feet...(C) 9
feet.. .(O) 62 feet 10 1/8
inches? ... The answers ... (A)
golf... (B) tennis...(C) table tennis ... (0) bowling.
When dining
out - Don't say
Light, say Bud
Light! The person who holds
the official record
for making the
most holes-inone in golf history is NOT any
big-name professional player, but
an

amatuer.

Norman Manley of Long Beach,
Calif... Manley made the amazing total of 59 verified holes-inone on regulation courses between 1963 and 1988. Beer Is
a good part of the good life,
- drink responsibly.

Maine Country
Music
Association's
Award Show
Continutd on p"ge 22
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Continued from page 21

Fall is a Fabulous time for
Fuel-efficient Kite Flying Fun

%O£~ fOt( ~t!vnvJ.J.1.J/--"'"
A Full Service Kite Store

Fur All Ye Migllty Wind Rel,ted N=ls

3 Wharf Street Portland ME 04101871-0035

SPORT
8ocIyshop USM Lifeline is offering membership in the BodyshoP. a supervised
weight training program for all ages and
fitness levels. Bodyshop offers personal
orientation and training for participants
whether they simply want to tone up or
get in condition for a particular sport.
Bodyshop is an ongoing prog ram; memberships are offered for 3 months. 6
months or 1 year. Call 780-4170 for
more information.
Volleyball ...d Ba.k.tbaIiThe Portland
YMCA is now accepting registrations for
its Adult Coed Volleyball and Basketball
Leagues. League play begins Nov 18
and 19. respectively. Call 874-1111 for
more information .
Youth Ba.ketball Program The Portland YMCA is now accepting registra'
tions for ~s Youth Basketball Program
for boys and girls grades 1-7. For more
information, call Mike LeGage at 8741111 .
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Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of <l'_,5___
5 Portland PIer
772-48%

a

<

Join Us at Raoul's
Wed. Oct. 31 for a very special Halloween Costume Party with
special prizes and surprises. Wear a costume and get in FREE!
See us every wednesday nite at Raoul's!
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for faU.

CALL 883-2802

,he band reaffmned their strength With OJ near three hour blockbuster
set that sent a full house 01 fans Into clehnum ~
- The Boston Globs 9/17!!XJ

OUT

SIDE

Casco Bay Bicycling Club offers the 3rd
Annual Halloween Ride. a costume ride
through Portland including a viSit to
Maine Med's children's ward and a party
afterward. Oct 27 at 3:30 . For info call
Keith Citrine af 799-1085.
Hayrides Take a hayride to the Great
Pumpkin Paleh, pick your own pumpkin.
have an apple and a cup of cider and
visit the animals at the Good Earth Farm.
Freeport. $2.75 per person. Open MonFri from 2-5 pm. weekendSandholidays
9 am-5 pm. other times by apointmenl.
Group rates available. For more infor·
mation. call 865-9544.
Sea Duck.: Hunting the Off.hor.
Ledg. l.l. Bean offers this public clinic
on Oct 25 from 7 :30-8:30 pm. at the l.l.
Bean Retail Store on Rte 1 in Freeport.
Call 1-800-341-4341 , ext. 7800 or (207)
865-4761. ext. 7800.
Nature C.nt...: Well. National Estuarln. R. . .arch ReMrv.welcomes
visitors to its exhibits. open Tu-Fri from
10 am-3 pm; parking lot and trails open
Mon-Fri 8 am-4 pm, Nov I-April 30.
Free. Tours may be arranged. 646-1555.
64&-4521 .
Sunday Nature Serl. . at Wolfe's Neck
Woods State Park Wolfe's Neck Woods
State Park is offering a nature program
for the general public: on Oct 28, the
Harraseeket Hike will take visitors on an
invigorating 2·mile hike through the
woods, along the river, over the h ills and
down to the shore. Program begins at 2
pm at the benches by the second parking
lot. No program fee is charged. and
reservations are not neoessary. For more
information or to arrange for group programs, call the park at 865-4465 or the
Bureau of Parks and Recreation at 289-

3821.

OCTOBER 28 • 7:30 PM
$17.50* ADVANCE $18,50* DAY OF SHOW
WBLM~ CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER
"'"ltkCIS aVi):latlc a: the boxoff.cc. all TlCkctron locallorlSOt hycalllflQ TdetlOlI phcn: Chaff)C at l·!lX).382·a:m
•ArJ act1lh(m! SC~:e dlalflC '1"1 IX; paid 10 and 'cl3lr1:od byuda~t company (Il p!.JfthaSCS31 ()JltclS Ol tTy 11'~~phonP
P,£!.~Dr;rcdl!y TcoPal/"; CQIIC(!1'''IlIas..WCIlJUOII wlrhlillryViIlJ(jIiJlI

Trail Organization., Tak. Note: The
National Park Service and the Appalachian Mountain Club wiA compile the
first-ever comprehensive listing of recreational trails in New England and New
York. Individuals and organizations involved in maintaining trails used for offroad vehicles, hiking. horseback riding,
snowmobiling. cross-country skiing. bicycling, mountain bicycling and similar
sports. are being contacted for information on those trails. The deadline for
submitting information is November 15.
Organizations that have not received a
questionnaire by Nov 1 should submit
their name . address. and name and
phone number of a primary contact
person to: Douglas Evans. River and
Trail Conservation Assistance, National
Park Service. 15 State S~ Boston. MA
02109.

Seven sins, four divisions, one
right answer
If gambling isn't one of the seven deadly sins, it should be.
(Editor's note: it is.] Keep that slogan in mind as you peruse
these pickS for the 1990-91 pro basketball season. In case you're
still in a coma over the pathetic collapse of the Oakland Bums,
cheer up. The NBA starts next week and here's how the Big Boys
are going to finish. (Guaranteed, or your next Casco Bay Weekly
is free!)
Eastern Conference predictions:
Atlantic Division
1. Boston Celtics (assuming that God is Irish)
2. Philadelphia 76ers
3. New York Knicks
4. Washington Bullets
5. New Jersey Nets
6. Miami Heat
Central Division
1. Chicago Bulls (It's time for Air Jordan to arrive)
2. Detroit Pistons
3. Ocveland Cavaliers
4. Milwaulkee Bucks
5. Indian Pacers
6. Atlanta Hawks
7. Charlotte Hornets
Western Conference Predictions:
Midwest Division
1. San Antonio Spurs (Mr. Rogers runs a bad neighborhood)
2. Utah Jazz
3. Dallas Mavericks
4. Houston Rockets
5. Denver Nuggets
6. Minnesota Timbcrwolves
7. Orlando Magic
Pacific Division
1. Portland Trail Blazers (love the name of that city)
2. Phoenix Suns
3. Los Angeles Lakers
4. Golden State Warriors
5. Seattle Supersonics
6. Los Angeles Clippers
7. Sacramento Kings
Cut these pearls out and save 'em. All four divisions will be
100 percent correct. If you bet, you'll make a lot of money. But
then you'd have to live with a deadly sin on your conscience.
Your choice ...
MiuQuinn

FOR

KIDS

Archangel Art School: Child...n'. Exhibit Portland Public library offers an
exhibit by children in Portland's Soviel
Sister City through Oct 30. Libraryhours:
Mon. Wed. Fri9-6;Tue. Thunoon-9: Sat
9-5. For more information,caIl871 -17oo
or 871-1710.
Chlldr.n'. Book Author Amy
MacDonald will be signing copies of
her new books. Rachel Fister's Blister
and LitUe Beaver and the Echo at the
Maine Audubon Society gift shop on
Nov 3 from 2-5 pm. Gilsland Farm, 118
Rte I, Falmouth. 781 -2330.
Chlld ... n'. Resourc. C.nt.r offers Art
Fun sessions for 3- 10 S.year-<>ids on
Tue's, Wed·sandThu·s. Sessions focus
on a creative activ~y and cost $1 per
child. Children must be accompanied by
an adult and reservations are r.acessary. Activilies for 6- to 12-year-<>ids are
also schedu led. Cost varies according
to activity. Call n3-3045 lor more information .

Downhill SkIIng South Portland Parks
& Recr.atlon opens registration for
wintarski lessons at Shawnee Peak and
Lost Valley, beginning Nov 1 at 8 am.
The Lost Valley Program is for children
in grades 2-8 and lessons are on Sat
from 10:15·11 :15 am. Shawnee Peak
lessons are for children in grades &-12
and are held on Tue nights from 6 :3C>7:30 pm. followed by free skiing until
9:30 pm. FOt' registration info and program details,. call 799-7996.
flick. for Klde: The Chocolate Church
and the Patten Free library presenf
their 1990 Children's Fall Classic Film
Schedule: Bedknobs and Broomsticks
Nov3. The Snow Oueen and PecosBi11 :
King of the Cowboys Nov 17, The Secret
Garden Dec 1. All films run from 9 :3C>11 :30 every other Sat. Popcom and
drinks served. Donalionswelcome. Kids
under 5 must be accompanied by an
adult. The Center for the Arts at the
Chocolate Church. Bath. For more information. call 442-8455.
H.lp for Ov.rw.lght T •• ns
Shapedown, written by University of
CalWomia School of Medicine. and taught
by Joan E. Herzog. RD. LD. Registered
and licensed Dietitian, will be taughl
after school beginning Oct 25. Teens
willieam to make healthy ifestyle choices
while imprOYing self-esteem and weighl.
The program has undergone controlled
testing and has been shown to produce
significant long-term results. 4-5:30 pm.
weekly. for 16 weeks. Class limited to 8.
Call 828-1310 for reservations and further information.

Sports Quotes
of the Week
.. Well, sports fans, it
turns out that all the dynasty
talk about the mighty
Oakland A's was lamb cacao
Still, despite their sound
thrashing by the sweeping
Cincinnati Reds, the Oakland
A's continue to swagger
arrogantly and say they're a
better team. Right: Cincinnati won the close games
and the un·dose games.
They won with '1ittle ball"
and with '10ng ball." Their
starters and relievers were
far superior. Fortunately,
Sam Kinnison was on hand
to put things into perspective
at a local West Coast comedy
club. Sam didn't waste any
words: "YOU LOST!!! THE
REDS ARE THE BEs[ TEAM
IN BASEBALL BECAUSE
THERE ARE NO MORE
#$%&. TOURNAMENTS
AFTER THIS ONE!!! SHUT
UP AND GO HOME!!!"
"Sportswriter Norman
Chad has fine recommendations on how CBS could
better spend its money. (The
network just lost millions
when games 5, 6 and 7 of the
World Series didn't happen.)
Anyway, here' s Norman's
advice:
1. Bribe A.C. Neilsen.
2. Bail out Pete Rose.
3. Escalate funding for the
Persian Gulf confrontation
and get exclusivity on any
conflict there.
4. Buy all the vowels.
5. McBilIions.
MiuQuinn

Hallo_n Activities Portland Recreation offers Jack-O-Lantem Carving . including a pumpkin hunt. hayride and
carving, with transportation provided.
11 am-3 pm. Oct 27 , Reiche Community
Center. cost $5 (limit 12 children) . Halloween Costume PartiQs for children on
Oct 31 from &-8 pm at the following
recreation centers : Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave - a Halloween Dance will be held for kids &-12
and Will include a costume contest . with
treats for all. cost is 50 cents. call 874·
8455 for more info; Reiche Community
Center, 166 Brackett St - a Haunted
House will be featured, also a costume
parade and games with candy and prizes
awarded, no admission charge, children ages 7 and under 6-7 pm, ages 812 years from 7-8 pm, call 874·8873 for
more info; Cummings Community Center, 134 Congress St - a haunting experience for all at the "Haunted Munioy
Hil Observatory: open to children 10
and under. parents welcome. admission
free, for more info, call 874-8870. Volunteers are needed.

LIbrary Actlvltl. . for Kid. The Portland Public Library's children's room
schedule is as follows : Oct 29. 10:30
am, Preschool Story Time (3 to 5 year
oIds); Oct 30. 7 pm. Ghost Stories (7
years to adull) ; Oct 31. 9:30 am. Finger
Fun for Babies; Oct 31. 10:30 am. Preschool Slory Time (3 to 5 year olds) ; Oct
2. 10:30 am, Tales for Twos (2 year
olds); Nov 3, 10:30 am. Story Time
(children of all ages). All programs free
and open to the public. For more information . call 871-1700.
Th. Magical World of M . . ke Let your
children creale their own Halloween
masks at the mask workshop taug ht by
artist and teacher Judy Faust at the
PorUand Museum of Art. 1 :30-3 pm Oct
27 and Oct 28. Each day will be one
complete workshop. Fees are $8 for
museum members and $10 for non·
members. To register. call the Ed. Depl.
at 775-6148 .
Mime and MowmentTheater CI.....
forChild ...n 8-week session. ending in
performance on Tue's from 3 :30-4:30
pm. Ages 8-11 years. Taught by Jackie
Reifer at the Montanaro-Hurll Studio.
616CongressSI. For more information .
call 761 -2508.
Halloween Dr... R.h.a....1 Randy
JudkinsandJackson GillmanwiU perfOITTl
at the YWCA's Halloween Dress Rehearsal . The show will also include
Halloween safety tips, refreshments .
trick-<>r-treat grab bags anda Halloween
costume parade. Tickets are $5 in advance, $6 at the door. Children under 2
admitted free; all kids should wear their
costumes. Oct 28 at 12 noon and 4 pm
at the Catherine McAuley High School
Auditorium. 631 Stevens Ave. POt'tland.874-1130, ext 3.
Razb.ary Jamm Conc.rt 01 traditional
& contemporary songs especially for
kids, Oct 27 at 3 pm. the Swedenborg ian
Church, 302 Stevens Ave , Portland .
Admission $3 at the door. For more
infOt'mation, call 76&-2805 or n3-9549.
Rlv.rton Branch Library offers the fol·
lowing programs for children: Wednesdays - Tales for Twos. 10:30 am ;
Thursdays - Afterschool Films. all ages.
3:30 pm: Fridays - Finger Fun for Babies.
9:30-9 :45 am; Preschool Story Time (3t05-year-oldS). 10:30 am. library hours:
Wednesdays. 9 am-6 pm; Thursdays,
12-8 pm; Fridays. 9 am-12 pm. For
further information . call 797-2915.
Seafood for lunch? Join the animals at
Maine Aquarium through the fall and
winter lor their daily leedings. Penguins'
feeding lOam. seals' feeding 11 am.
seals' training 1:30 pm. penguins revisited 2 pm. seals revisited 3 pm. The
sharks dine on a less regular basis so
plan to join them on Tue's, Thu's and
Sat's around 4 pm. Crooked Jaw the
moray eel and the Caiman alligator dine
on an irregular . catch-a5ocan basis. 783
PorUand Rd. Saco .
Youth Fltn ••• USM lifeline will be
starting Its next session of Youth Fitness
on Oct 30. Youth Fitness is designed to
provide proper conditioning techniques ;
increase muscular strength . endurance
and cardiovascular capacity; and improve flexib~ity . Program is lor boys and
girls. 14-17 years. Classes take place in
the Bodyshop at the USM Portland
campus gym on Tue's and Thu 's from 78 pm, and Sat's from 11 am-noon. For
more Information, call 780-4 t 70.

ETC

AIDS Beneflt: Th. G ....t Pumpkim
Masquerad. Ball, sponsored by a
group of community businesses and
professional organizations. will be held
on Oct 31 from 8 pm on at the Sonesta
Hotel's Grand Ballroom in Portland. A
$500 cash prize will be among the prizes
offered for best coslume. Local band
Papa Loves Mambo with Charlie Brown
will be the featured music. playing hot
calypso and Lalin swing. Tickets are
$10 in advance and $15 at the door.
They are available al Raffles. Bad Habits.
Blackstones, bolh Whip and Spoon locations. limelight. Drop Me a line and
theSonesta Hole!. For more information.
call Kim Burch at 761-2582.
Auction Maine Center on Deafn •••
welcomes you to its 2nd Annual Anniversary Auction. Oct 27: social hour &-7
pm. auction at 7 pm. Clark Memorial
Church. 15 Pleasant St, Portland.
Bloreglonal Halloween Cel.bratlon
Games, dancing, sleepover, pot-luck
dinner. open agenda. Oct 27, 10 am to
??? in Gilford, NH . Call (207) 443-6587
or (603) 524-2226 for further information.
Book Sal. The General Theological
Center of Maine and the State Slreet
Church are jointly holding a book sale
wHh thousands 01 hardcover and paperback books. religious and non-religious. on Oct 27 from 9 am-5 pm at the
StateStreetChurch. Portland. n4-6396.

Calling All Restaurants Who Offer
Gr.al Chili or Chowd.rl Intown
PorUand Exchange is inviting the first
2000 people at the Cumberland County
Civic Center to the 6th Annual Great
Chili and Chowder Challenge. Nov 10.
11 am-2 pm. Greater Portland restaurants will offer their chili or chowder to be
taste-tested. The 2000 attendees will
vole lor the "Best· ti~es. My restaurant
interested in participating should contact
IPE at 772-6828 for an application and
details.
Th. Enriched Golden Age Club invites
men and women 60 and over to a Halloween party and costume contest. Oct
31 . 297 Cumberland Ave, Portland.
Reservations must be made in advance
by calling n4-6974.
F.mlnlst Bak. Sal. The Greater Portlanq chapler of the National Organization for Women (N.OW.) will hold a
bake sale at which all baked goods will
be on sale for $1 for men . 64 cents for
women. reflecting the average pay differencefor men and women in the United
States. Greater Portland N.OW. will
also distribute information about women
and economics and membership information about the organization. Oct 30
from 11 am-l pm in Monument Square .
Portland. For more information, call 87908n or 871.()618.
Friday F.... Movl. . offered by S. Portland Public library from 3:30-4:30 pm.
All ages welcome. (No movies during
school vacations or snow days.) 482
Broadway. S. Portland. 775-1835.
Gay and Lesbian Beginning Ballroom
Dance CI. . . starts Oct 26 al Maine
Ballroom Dance, 614 Congress SI.
Portland. 10 sessions. Call Diana at
774-3373 for information/registration .
Holiday Fair and Spagh.ttl Supper
are being offered by SI. Mary's Church
in Westbrook. The fair will take place on
Oct 26 from 6-9 pm, and on Oct 27 from
10 am-2 pm. The supper is on Oct 26
from 5-7 pm. TickeJs are $5.50 for adults
and $3.SO for children.
La •• r Light Show. This fall the
Southworth Planetarium is presenting a
choice of 3 laser light evening shows for
the general pubticon Fri and Sal eves at
7 and 8:30 pm. 11 is also continuing its
midweek. hour-long programs. "After
School Thursdays· at 3:30 pm, at the
special price of S2.5OIshow. Telescope
viewing of sunspots folows the show.
For informalion about all planetarium
shows induding special Sunday presentations. call 78C>-4249. 24 hrslday.
Also good to know: Sky Watch Hot Line.
780-4719, features a new message
every week about what's going on in the
heavens.
Th. LIghtship 't2 Nantuck.t. an inthe-water dockside maritime museum
and National Historic landmark- and
Coast Guard-designated • Attraction
Vessel: offers guided lours on board.
Sat's from 10 am-4 pm & Sun's 12 noon4 pm. Adults $3, seniors and children
$1 .SO. Groups by appointment Maine
Wharf. Portland (near Casco Bay Ferry
Terminal). For more information calln51181 .
Th. Main. Mln.rologlcal and Geological Society will be holding a rock
and mineral auction at their regularly
scheduled meeting on Oct 27, 7 pm. at
Payson Smith Hall, USM. Portland. The
publiC is welcome. 878-3648.
Ride the Gho.t Trolley Into the Unknown The Seashore Trolley Museum
in Kennebunkport will give rides on a
trolley thathasn'tcarried any passengers
for over 40 years. Do you dare to find out
why? Witch's Brew and Goblin Munchies
to lollow. Donation $2. Call 967-2800 for
more information.
Rummag. Sal. The Fox Class of the
Woodfords Congregational Church will
hold a rurrmage sale in Memorial Hall
on Oct 30 at 9 am. 202 Woodford St.
Portland. For more information. call 7748243.
Social Group: If you are single, 35-55,
and would like to socialize with those
who are involved in activities such as
site-seeing, camping, bowling. dancing.
trips, etc. , call 856-1174. from 5-6 pm
only.
Song Swap An informal evening of folk
music. sponsored monthly by River Tree
Arts program, gives an opportunity for
instrumentalists to play, singers to sing ,
listeners to listen and composers to try
out new material.
Held at the
Kennebunkport Community House on
Oct 26 at 7:30 pm. A donation of $2 is
requested . 985-4343.
Women'. Halloween Danc.sponsored
by The Women's Music Co-<>P. Oct 26
Irom 8 pm-midnight. Chem-free. OJ. refreshments. Tickets $5 in advance, $6
by mail (Women's Music Co-op, PO Box
17. W. Buxton, Maine04093. pis. indude
SASE). Costumes optional. Stale Street
Church. 159 State SI. Portland.
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10 OFF DRYWithCLEANING:
this Expires
I
ad.

11/1/90

FREE Pick-U~ & Delivery
or Drop Off forfi'h'J'NjService
I

Alterations· Reweaving • Shirt Service ~~~~

: 'Elm S tree t rJJry Cleaners
__
__
_ _library
_ _ _•
_774-7228
__________
11
Block
from

.L~~.

This weekend is for all our
friends that complain we
always play outta town .. ,
• OCT 26 Affordable Photo
Halloweenie Roast
• OCT 27 DRY DOCK
• OCT 3D Codfish
Aristocracy, Portsmouth
• OCT 31 ZOOTZ

·

·

(Helen Johnson Children Benefit)
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Where
Did
Tuffy
Hide?

"Nobody 's seen
Tuffy for a week,
we ' re beg innin g to
mi ss him. Lasl year
he disappeared for
three days . I think
he may have friend s,
yo u know , like
Tramp. He doesn ' t
always come home
at nig hl, so I don ' I
worry. I figure he 's
hanging out in the
woods and having a
good time. "

.....~ ,J,\IL\,~

In fact an hour and a half after
he lefl home last Thursday, Tuffy
was picked up by an animal
control officer and delivered
to the Animal Refuge League.
We '\C t.tkn .!:!ooo l";.lrc CIt hun. He· ... had u dry. c.:Icim phll'C 10 '1 ..1). with pICHt)
of food. But, he " lund). He InI "l'''' hI, home. A ltcrclgh l dOl)"" ht: .... ill go up lor
....doplnln, He" ... a l.:ulC' dog ....o ml'nnt! WIll pro huhl y talc h im. hut thl' l hangl'''' wi ll he
difli cult lor h im. Why hil"cn' l you cal h: t1'!
II you haw 10 ...1 yuur cat or dog I.:ontalll hc: Amlll.11 Rcl ul:!c Leagtle· Righ i " ......1).
Anima l... arc hrnught In u... oy the A nimal Conlrol O ll lCcr... of Cape Eli lahcl h. South
Po rl laniJ .Sl·arhnroug. h. Wc ... thmol.. . Gorham Wind h<t ll1 . G ra). Ray mo nd. C.I"l'O , Sia n·
di ... h. LlIllington. Porlland. I\ onh YamlOulh. Cum hc rl:md .IIU..I Yarmouth .
Lil..c T uff" m(,,1 ~l f thc J mm:ll ... here IU. . t "" un l lo come home.

~al

W~

Refuge League

Baxter Shelte r
449 Stroud"ater. We,tbrook. Mai ne ().j092 1207 I K54-977 I

roommates

home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
biz services
person to person
boats
recreation
body & soul
business opportunities ride board
roorrmates
catering
stuff for sale
child care
wanted
ctating services
wheels
employment
yard sele
entertainment for hire
real estate. for sale
flea markets
gigs
real estate. for rent

During November
your Casco Bay Weekly
classified ad can appear in 43,000 papers
and reach 100,000 readers!

personals
"In a hole in the ground there lived a
Hobbit. Not a nasty, dirty, wet
hole ... nor a dry, bare, sandy hole
with nothing in it.. it was a Hobbit
Hole, and that means comfort"
-J.R.R. Tolkien. Single Mom, 33,
seeks a man to share the Hobbit
Hole of my life. Balance, warmth,
communication and time for us to
grow is important to me. CBW Box
421.
Attractive, college graduate, SWF.48,
would like to meet attractive college
graduate, SWM, 45-51, 6 feet or
taller, to share long-term relationship.
He should be compassionate, goodnatured and patient: and not smoke,
not drink, not hunt. CBW 422.
DWM, Professional desires serious
long-term commitment- wishes to
surrender ego to dominant SWF, 35+
Will
pleasure,
worship,
obey.
Portland area south, CBW 398 TPL •
22249.
GWM LEATHERMAN, 40's and
healthy, sincere,
discreet, experienced, seeks trim, masculine,
younger GM's to share new experiences and good times. Let me be
your Daddy! P.O. Box 1169, Sanford,
ME 04073.
Do you enjoy long walks and being
treated special? Do you have a good
sense of humor? Are you a SlDWF,
26-33? Well, this fun loving and
romantic SWM would love to meet
you. I'm 32, enjoy skiing, dancing
and especially being with someone
special. Let's take a chance and
meet! Picture appreciated but not
necessary. Portland to Augusta.
CBW Box 425, TPL.22207.
Feminist witch desires accomplice
for mayhem and madness. I am 38,
a writer and parent, socially and environmentally conscious. You are 3055, single with a sense of humor,
smoke and chem-free and enjoy nature, books, and stimulating conversation; music camping and skinny
dipping. No Fundamentalists need
apply. CBW Box 415.

Casco Bay Weekly & Maine Times
One-Stop Shopping

REAL GIRLS

PERSONAL

IN YOUR AREA!
1-900-860-3377

OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinemal
"In a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit. Not a
nasty, dirty, wet hole, __ nor a dry, bare, sandy hole
with nothing in it.,_ it was a hobbit hole and that
means comfort." - J.R.R. Tolkien. Single Mom, 33,
seeks a man to share the hobbit hole of my life.
Balance, warmth, communication and time for us to
grow are important to me, CBW Box 421.

Friendly female, 40ish, in wheelchair,
seeks to meet sensitive gentleman,
35 to 70 for occasional dating. Try
writing. I have an interesting poem
for you. All letters answered. CBW
Box 426.
Ladies, tired of the usual ways to
meet others? Try a change of pace
and answer this ad from a SWM, 31 .
Don't be left out in the cold this winter. Who knows, you may even have
fun. Send reply and photo (returned).
CBW 424.
PAPA LOVES MAMBO and raggae
and soul... and they'll all be at the
Great Pumpkin Masquerade Ball.
Witches and bitches and drag
queens and ghosts- and 500 bucks
to the most of the most. At the
Sonesta Hotel on Halloween night,
so costume yourselves and be part
of the sight. TPI. II 22209.
SWINELY SWINGERS (and others)
Who'll promenade, masquerade and
gorge their fill of Halloween Whole
Hog at Unde Billy's Pig Pickin' Party
10/31. Prizes, music and more. Admission
TPL. 22251.

SWM 32, attractive, fit, (5 ft. 7in.,
1301bs.), professional, intelligent, yet
down-to-earth, considerate, sensitive, spirited, versatile and fun. I'm
vulnerable to falling in love with a
naturally cute and fit female who enjoys outdoor sports and activities,(skiing, biking, swimming,
camping ... ) as well as music, dancing, movies and romance. Let's meet
now so that we're -in time" for ski
season. Photo? CBW Box 420, TPL
1122203.
SWM, 29, submissive, looking for interesting woman. Send photo and interests to P.O. Box 909 Bath, ME
04530. All responses will be promptly
answered.

With casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals you can not
only read the personals, you can also listen to them and
leave a message of your own!
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to find out
more about the person placing the ad, to share more about
yourself, or just to see who's out there.
Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in Casco Bay
Weekly, you will be assigned a Talking Personal number
(TPL), free! You can leave an outgoing message so that
others can hear and leave messages of their own for you!
To listen to the Talking Personals in this Issue, just follow
these simple instructions:
1. Dial 1-900-896·2824 from any touchtone phone.
Each call costs 95¢ per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answers, dial access code 22.
3. The machine will ask for a specific number.
Enter the "TPL' number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to.
4. llsten to the recorded message-, and leave
your response if you wish.
All calls are ocreeoed- Obocene me...ga wID be deleted.
·Pet5on-to-Penon advertisers may c.hCJ05e nO( to
leave an outgOing mes.age.

...

Meet girls in your area
who would like to meet
someone like you
tonight!l!!
$3Jmln.

Losing it?

i.~

ro

Tho """ _
Comf"'N" •.
aaive, interesting men who haven't
had time to meet the righ!. woman ...
so they've come to Compatibles.
If you're a single woman who hasn't
met the right man,
perhaps he's waiting for you here.
You see, we're nOl just another
dating service. We're Compatibles.
CaU Today for a Personal Interview

Check
Casco Bay Weekly's
Lost & Found

classifieds_

You're SlDWM SINCERE, honest,
stable, nice guy, homebody, somewhat old-fashioned values. I'm 30's
mom, cute, petite, somewhat shy,
like movies, reading, home-life, walking. Will answer all. CBW Box 413.

883-1066 - Portland
783-1500 - Lewiston

c/4 f?/M«C-d.

Compatibles
"The D'linr, Scrvic. Thol co«,"

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

and Includa. Vok:emaII fOl' ama privacy,
U,451mln, More Info:

(30~) ~6~-4455,

OLD PORT ARMS, LOWER EXCHANGE STREET, Unique 1 bedroom apartments now available.
Variety of styles, includes 2 levels
wlloft. Perfect location to all intown
activities and businesses. Unique architecture, WIW carpet, fully applianced kitchens, spacious rooms.
Rents range from $450- 525.1month
plus utilities. For more information
call SPECTRUM INC. 797-0223.
One bedroom apartment, two large
rooms, near Maine Med. Great view,
quiet building. $350.lmonth + utilities,
773-2760.

WEST-END Newly renovated sunny,
2 bedroom. Exceptionally clean and
quiet. Hardwood floors, attractive
yard, parking. Offered at $500. includes heat and hot water. Security
deposit. MUST SEE!! Available 11-1.
879-7120.
Prom
AreaNewly
Westem
renovated, 2-3 bedroom, lsI. floor
apartment. Lots of storage, gas heat,
$550.+ .CaIl874-8004 or leave message.Availabie 11/20/90.
Woodfords SUnny one bedroom
apartment - hardwood floors, new
kitchen, wid, off-street parking,
fireplace, heat included. $550/month
+ uilities. 772-0561 leave message.

SOUTH FREEPORT- Male/Female
Professional 25+ to share house
near harbor. Perfect for boat lovers.
Porch,
fireplace,
garden,
washer/dryer. No smokers or pets,
please. $325Jmonth. Call 865-4558
after 6 PM.

EASTERN
PROM,
Spectacular
ocean view, 4 bedroom penthouse
apartment. Sunny and spacious,
hardwwod floors, has EVERYTHING.
Architect owner, VERY SPECIAL.
Ideal to share. $1000.lmonth +
utilities. Relocating. MUST SEE.
Six Room, 3 bedroom apartment 871-0136.
near Old Port. Sunny, modem
kitchen, hardwood floors, lots of
closet space, quiet neighborhood.
Available immediately. $500.lmonth
plus utilities. 773-5074.

rates and fine print

Ext. 5713

Line ads: Monday noon. Display ads: Friday 5 p,m,
POLICY

caw will not print ads that seek to buy or sellsuual services lor money or

goods, or ada with purely sexual content. CBW will not print lull names,
street addresses, Dr phone numbers in the PERSON TO PUSON section,
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers musleither provide aPost Office Box
number in their ad or use the CBW Box Service, All inlormation concerning
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers is kept strictly conlidential. CBW reserves
tile right 10 calagorize, reluse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc.

WHAT IS A WORD?

Aword is considered a word when it has a space on both sidu, A phone
number is one word, Punctuation is Ire.,

ERRORS

Classified
+Charge+
by Phone
775-6601

Beautiful waterviews of Casco Bay.
East Prom . apartment needs 1
responsible, chemical-free adult to
share fully restored Victorian building. Livingroom, diningroom, kitchen
pantry, and large hall, tastefully furnished. $300. plus 1/3 utilities. Available Immediately!! 774-3013, leave
message.
CAPE ELIZABETH. Quiet, responsible, non-smoking roommate wanted for duplex near Fort Williams.
Nice home atmosphere in a great
area. $250. mos. + utilities. Call 7994006 or 767-1274.
Female professional seeks MlF, NIS
to share furnished house in quiet
South Portland location. $375. includes utilities. Phone 799-4056
evenings.
Housemate wanted Male or Female.
Sunny, spacious, Woodford Corners
apartment with washer, outdoor
porch , and off-street parking. We are
two men and 1 woman. $155.00 per
month plus utilities and security
deposit. Call.871-7028.
UFeminist woman looking for same
to share 2 bedroom furnished apartment.
Ocean
view,
deck,
washer/dryer. Must love dogs. Sorry,
no more pets. $275.00/month. Call
725-1410.
MlF, Non-smoker to share fumished
house in quiet South Portland location. $375. includes utilities. Must like
pets. Phone 799-4056 evenings.
NORTH DEERING 10 room, 4 bedroom Colonial seeks 3rd MlF 25+.
Own living room, hardwood and tile
floors, french doors, large yard, parking, Washer/dryer,. $240. +1/3
utilities. 878-2312.

Portiand- I'm looking for a female/male non-smoker to share a 2 bedroom condo. Brighton Avenue area.
Washer/dryer, all applianced, convenient. $2751month plus 112 utilities
call 774-4916.

Seeking mature, professional, nonsmoker to share with owner, charming condominium, Western Prom
area. Amenities, off street parking,
no pets. Terms with the right person.
$425/mo. plus 1/2 utilties. 772-2991.

Professional,
politically
active
woman seeks female housemate,
30+, to share charming 3-bedroom
home with yard on West End. Must
be responsible, neat and tolerant of
altemative life styles. Non-smokers
only.
Washer/dryer
hook-tlp.
$375.month + utilities. Call 7747224, leave message.

South Portland- Meeting House Hill.
Housemate wanted MlF, to share
large home. $250.lmonth. All utilities
included. Furnished room, if needed.
Smoking O. K. Call 799-2513 after
6PM.

ROOMATE(S) sought. Spectacular
views of Portland skyline from this all
new
3
bedroom
apartment.
Washer/dryer, dishwasher, economical gas heat, free cable. $285. month
plus utilities. Call Scott 775-1522.

Two amiable, easy going persons
seeks 3rd to share large Victorian
home near Deering High School. Off
street parking, WID, cable, TV, deck,
large yard. A large, sunny unfurnished bedroom with lots of storage
space is available. $4OO.lmonth.
775-1658.

ROSEMONT AREA: MlF roommate
needed to share three bedroom
duplex with NIS male. Plenty of
space, WID, off street parking available. $335.1month with all utilities.
773-0150.

Share my castle in the air. Female,
non-smoker, preferably vegetarian
wanted to share sunny turreted
Woodfords apartment. Off-street
parking. $290. includes heat +
utilities. 772-7793, 7-1-am, 8-11pm.

Responsible female housemate to
share my 7 room house in Portland.
Looking for a mature, non-smoker
who likes children and pets. Rent is
negotiable in exchange for some
child care of 9 year old girl. Single
Moms welcomed. References 7740004.

PROVIDENCE STREET. Male or
Female to share a house in Portland
with 2 men and their dogs. Nice
place, nice dogs. $285. + utilities.
Call George or Joel at 773-1215.

Roommate for 3-bedroom house
with professional male in' Portland.
Non-smoker, neat and easy-going.
Uving
room,
dining
room,
washer/dryer, parking. $325.1month
+ 1/2 utilities. 774-7018, 772-8999.
Ask for Mike Michalski.

Tidy, NIS, female roommate wanted
to share West End apartment. Walkin doset, fireplace, woodstove and
washer/dryer. I do have a mini-collie.
$200. ,call Todd at 761-0822.
Intown- Park Street. Roommate
needed for large, sunny, 3 bedroom
apartment. Clean, quiet & dependable. $225.1month + deposit &
utilities. 774-4030 or 773-1999.

Roommate needed for large, 3- bedroom, West End apartment. Professional preferred. $192.1month, plus
utilities. Hardwood floors, separate
entrance, oil heat, deck. Parking
available. Call 871-1327.
Roommate wanted to share
cious house located across
Gorham Campus. Female
smoker preferred, ages 23-26.
839-8405, leave message.

Let's be roommates. 40 yr old,
friendly, active female needs to
move. leI's find a place together. I
have some furniture and WiD. I
prefer to be in a nice area, a newer
house, condo or apartment with
good size rooms, WiD hook-up and
some storage space. $600-750.
range. Please call Eileen at 7744766 or 797-6084.

spafrom
nonCall

Roommate wanted, quiet, NIS to
One female to share 2 bedroom share apartment with young profescondo with one female + a cat. Back sional male. 2 blocks from East
Cove area. Deck, WID, basement Prom. $250. + 1/2 utilities, (w) 770storage, off street parking, non- 7525 or (h) 871-9271 .
smoker. $325.+ 1/2 utilities. Call 761SOUTH PORTLAND- Housemate
0840.
wanted. Cozy 2 bedroom house one
PEAKS ISLAND responsible, non block from Cape line. Garage, yard,
smoking MlF to share spacious garden, oil heat. Close to store. Pets
house in lovely setting. Own room, negotiable. $275.1month + 1/2
private bath, many amenities. utilities. 883-8746,leave message.
$250.lmonth plus 1/2 utilities, plus
security deposit Call 766-2025, SOUTH PORTLAND: Professional
male roommate wanted (25-34) to
leave message.
share charming 2 bedroom house
PORTLAND- Quiet, non-smoker with professional 26 year old female.
wanted to share 3 bedroom duplex One block from Willard Beach. $275.
with 2 grad students. Ocean views, plus 1/2 utilities, (oil heat). Call Tina
no pets. $250. month plus utilities. 781-3165, days, 767-8017, eves.
772-9049.

houses/rent
Peaks Island House for rent Charming, 4-bedroom, fireplaces, furnished, WID, dishwasher. Convenient
location,
near beach.
$650/mo + util. 766-5722 or 1-3268090.
SUGARLOAF CHALET for rent by
the week-end, week and vacations.
Sleeps six. 773-0903 evenings.
SUGARLOAF SKI HOUSE for rent.
Three
bedrooms,
washer/dryer,
wood stove, close to mountain.
$4000. for season. Willing to buy
back time for reduced price. 7611667.

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775·6601
__________________________________________________

RATES
All dlarges ara per weak.

DEADUNES

o

Back Cove/Woodfords Area. Huee
private studio, $350.(MlF); or share
3-4 bedroom apartment, (female only), $225. Prefer non-smoking
professional woman, 30+ with quiet
lifestyle. 774-7058.

~gr.

Up to 30 words
$7.00
31-45 words
9.00
46-60 words
11.00
Each additional word
,15
aHer 60

CBW Box XXX

This!

CAPE ELiZABETH- One bedroom,
fully fumished, large living room,
kitchen, bath. Single adult only. No
pets. $400.lmonth includes heat and
electricity. One month security
deposit. Call evenings after 6pm,
799-1600.

Spacious
modem
1 bedroom
apartments available immediately.
Within walking distance of MMC and
Mercy
Hospital.
$425.
and
$5OO.lmonth plus utilities. Unique
style, hardwood floors, on-site
laundry. Lease, references, security
deposit required. Call 797-0223
weekday mornings.

. . . .t YOU - CALL US NOWI h'. fun - _ y

Responding to
a CBW Box #?

Correspondence is
forwarded before
the publication of
the next issue.

80 Spruce Street. 1 bedroom, 2nd
floor
with
kitchen,
bathroom,
livingroom, parking, oil heat. $500.
772-7059 after 6PM.

u.ten to thoc.-cIa of Voice Ads recorded
by SEX¥ Men & Won.n who w_ to

J-l ser (my little cabbage of lust) How
about a secret rendez-vous? A little
dinner, bubbly, imagination? Coming
Friday. Meet me at door, (6:30) or
call tonight. I love you, Weaselbomer.

Do It
Like

.

Ask about our One-Stop Shopping for Casco Bay Weekly
and M~ine Times when you place your classified
~
advertisement In November,
~

1-900-646-4646

Hey Big Guy- You are always on
my mind and in my heart. I can't bear
it when we are apart. There are no
words that could possibly convey
how much you mean to me. I will
simply say, I Love You .

Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark St,
Portland, ME, 04102

,.,

apts/rent

18yrs old

LlVE-ONE-ON-ONEI
1-900-82Q.0202. When you want a friend to talk
to, it's the only number you'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute.

:~' ., .

(Sorry. thl, special docs not apply to Personal or Meeting Place advcniscrs.)

SWM, 5 ft. 10 in. 170 •. Attractive,
professional, likes music, dancing,
dining, movies. Looking for tall, full
chested lady with same interests and
desires, 44-55. Letter and photo; will
answer all. CBW Box 419, TPL •
22201.

Healthy, stable couple seeking BiFemale or couple, or BiMaIe in
friendship and perhaps long term
relationship. Race or smoker not important. Will answer all responds.
CBW Box 423, TPL. 22205.

ERSONAL

Where Are The
Single Men?

' '!t'
~

2 GF looking for 3rd to share 3 bedroom duplex in the Deering Oakes
area. $213 rent + 1/3 utilities. Nonsmoker. 761-4061 (keep trying .)

caw shall not be liable for any typographical .rrOIl, omissions, or changes
in the ad which do no affect the value or cont.nt of the ad "substantiall,
change the meaning,

REFUNDS

Classified ads are non-relundable, Credit will be issued when a viable error
has bean determined,

Name ______________________________
Category - - - - - Address

Total Number of Words _________

City, Zip

Basic Rate _________

Phone (days), ______ (eves) ______ + Extra Words at

_e Each ______

CBW Box $5,oD/Wk ______
WOWII WOULD like more information about the Casco
Bay Weekly & Maine Times One-Stop Shopping Special,
No
Please call
to give me advertising
Talking Personal Line _.--:C~ha~r.1l:ge,,-_
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this weeki
Check One yesO 100
COST PER WEEK ______
Complete payment must accompany
Mu"iply
cost by number
all advertising, NO REFUNDS. There is
01 weeki ad will run _________
a $10 charge for all returned checks.
TOTAL DUE _ _ __
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Please call me with
Classified Dept.
One-Stop Shopping Info 0
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
Monday-Friday 9 to 5
Q Check or Money Order enclosed
Q VISA
Q MasterCard
Card , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp, date _ __
or call 775-6601

, Oulober.2S,199O .

body & soul

by Lynda Barry
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wheels

TAl-CHI CHUAN - An ancient
Chinese Martial Ans system based
on meditation in movement. Excellent for health, relaxation, stress
reduction and self-defense. For signup and information call Gene Golden, 772-9039.

WHOLE FOODS COOKING CLASSES for folks in transition to a
vegetarian eating style. 3 sessions:
Tuesday, November 13, 20, 27$45.00 for all . HOLIDAY COOKING
CLASS November 12th, 6-8 :30pm,
$20.00 at Basics Natural Food Store.
Cape Elizabeth. Call 774-8889 for
more information and registration.

Therapeutic Massage. Ease tension
and relieve stress through the
benefits of massage. Nourish your WOMEN'S HEALING GROUP 10
health
and
well-being .
Pam week journey of recovery through the
Richards. C.M.T. 775-6636.
use of group process. bio-energetics,
ritual.
Beginning
ONGOING
JUNGIAN
DREAM imagery and
GROUP in third year seeks members November. Call Lynda Despres,
for the long haul to selfhood. For fur- MSU,883-5597.
ther information please contact Dr. Women
and Relationships: A
Gary Astrachan, 772-6031 or Dr. Workshop using Jungian Typology
Carole Burstein, 883-4989.
and Meyers-Briggs. November 17th.
ROLFING
for
posture,
stress lOam to 4pm. Portland area. Carole
management and well being by Judi Burstein, Ph.D. 883-4989. Patrica
Clinton, Certified Rolfer. Taking ap- Williams, M.D. 674-2112.
pointments for November. 774-3175, INTEGRATIVE
HEALING
AND
24 hours, leave message.
WELLN ESS: Explore the joy of healFROM THE INSIDE OUT: HONOR- ing from the inside out, from spirit to
ING OUR INNER VOICE, Women's the body. Professional alternative
4-session series using intuitive and health care practitioner draws upon
creative arts/music. No experience Christian. Eastern, and New Age
needed.
$15.1session,
Augusta, methods to assist in the restoration
mornings. evenings in November. of whole-person wellness. Practice
education.
conselling,
Deadline 10/29. Registration, infor- indudes:
transformative energy work -MariEI
mation, 685-4432.
and Healing touch- and guided
METAPHYSICAL READING from a meditationslYisualizations for healing
spiritual perspective offer insight and and
relaxation.
Lisa
Love,
practical application regarcinll your B.S.N.,R.N. 892-5878 M-F, 9-5.
current energy field, life lessons.
personal symbols and challenges. Introductory Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Workshop- Thursday, NovenCall Regina at 729-0241.
ber 7, 6:30PM-9:30PM. A positive,
Men:s Growth and Support Group affirming, useful experience. For
forming to explore a new definition of brochure and information call : 773maleness and reclaim the "wildman" 1314.
within by moving toward a healthy
balance of masculine and feminine Lesbian support group (leaderless)
and the qualities of strength, in Portland-Brunswick-Lewiston area
courage, caring, giving, intellect and seeking members age 35 and over.
passion. First meeting on November Interested women, please write CBW
12 at 7:30. Call Jay at 878-5907 for Box 411.
more information.

:J Hood,':1

Thewpy

for Women

Licensed SuhskmcB Abuse Counselor

Kathlecn
(McKuai)
Lukc, M .A.

Women'a Co-Dependence Groups
Now Forming

• Addictions
• Individual

stuff for sale
"TREK 970- mountain bike. True
Tempo frame. Deore components.
Asking $500. Call lim at 878-8328.
900 Ibs. ROKA CLAY in 25 and 50 lb.
canons: up-draft gas kiln, 2ft. deep
and 2ft. diameter: approximately 50
different glazing compounds. Call
George, 767-3003.
COPYING MACHINE; Panasonic
FP-1300 copier with stand and two
trays. Approximately seven years
old. Runs well. Good for small office.
$150. or best offer. 761-7093.'

,

.

JVC TAPE DECK. Stainless steel
heads. Pioneer tum table. New
stylus, head cleaner. BSR speakers.
All excellent condition. Sen cheap.
Call 772-4004.
Kelvinator dshwasher. almond. Exoenent condition, $150. Insinkerator
garbage disposal. $65. 93 piece,
MEISSEN German poroelain dinner
service for 12. Rose pattern. Can
799-2058.
Merrell XCD Super Compo tale
boots. size 10. Exoenent condition,
$175. or best offer. t90cm PRE 1000
skis with Marker M40 bindings.
hardly used, $50. Nordica ski boots.
size 10, $25. Camp Trails internal
frame backpack. $20. Call Ken at
879-0199 and leave a message.
ONE WAY TICKET TO FLORIDA!
Why not? Leaves Rockland to
Miami, November or December.
$164.00. JUMP ON IT!! Deadline October 30th. First taker travels
WARM!! 772-4635.
ONE WAY TICKET TO SAN FRANSICO from Portland December 17,
1990. Delta Airlines, Leaves 7:15 am
arrives 1:55 pm. $125 . See sand instead of snowflakes!! Save 1/4
regular price! 799-1481 .
WATERBED:
Queen-size.
great
condition, top of the line. Heater,
$200. or best offer. Moving. must
selt. Can Steph. 772-4528.

learning
Apprentices are now being accepted
for innovative new program: Wholestic health care in a healing environment. One on one experience. For
information call Bonnie Vierthaler at
Maybe Someday. 773-3275.
KIDS POTIERY CLASSES, next
session starts the week of October
30th. at Bridgton Road Pottery,
Route
302,Westbrook
Westbrook$65. for 6 week session,
Can Nancy Carroll, 854-0160 to
register.
LOOKING FOR THE CLAY? Studio
132 has it an! Continuing Pottery lessons, tile illustration. studo space
and kiln rental. Come join the fun!
Studio 132, Ponland. 772-4334.
MATH MASTERY DRILLS on audio
cassettes creates math wizards. Order by grade level 2,3.4,5. $12.50
ppd per audio tape. Success guaranteed. Contact THE HOMEWORK
COMPANY. P.O.Box 441. Topsham,
ME 04086.
WATERCOLOR INSTRUCTION- Individual or small groups. Beginner to
advanced. Day and Evening classes.
Inquire at Studio/Gallery or call 7720633-10a-5p. R.N. Cohen 54 7A
Congress Street, Portland.
KIDS POTIERY CLASSES. next
session starts the week of October
30th. at Bridgton Road Pottery,
Route 302, Westbrook. $65. for 6
week session . Call Nancy Carroll,
854-0160 to register.

animals
3 CFA Registered Himalayan kittens.
bluepOints
and
blue
Beautiful
creams. 2 females and 1 male.
Ready October 14th. $250. Will take
deposils/payments.
Vetcheck
+
shots. 874-0462, lim.
FREE TO THE RIGHT HOME.- adult
male Dwarf Rabbit. GRAY AND
WHITE. weighs about 3Ibs., very intelligent and affectionate, paper
trained. Food included. Moving and
cannot bring him. 854-2220.

body & soul
"Gay and Unhappy?" We are a group
of Christian men who have left the
Gay Ufe-style. Call if you think we
might be of help to you. Someone
will answer Monday evenings from
9:00 to 10:00; otherwise call and
leave a message about when it
would be best for someone to get
back to you . Everything is strictly
confidential. 767-7138.
BEST CALENDARS
IN
"THE
TOWN"- that's what they're saying.
Limited quantites ... OON'T DELAY!!
195 Congress Street between
Levinsky's and the Whole Grocer. 16M-S.
A weekly group therapy session is
now being formed to begin on
November 6, focusing on cognitive.
emotional and behavioral issues in
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT. Topics
that win be discussed are sell esteem. body image, stress-anxiety.
relationships, assertiveness. social
influence, life style and diet. For
more information call Dudley Davis,
M.A., Health Psychology, at 7610058.
AFTER MACHISMO, WHAT? Men's
support group forming in Portland.
Tentative Wednesday evenings, 7-9.
Limited to 8 men. $20. fee. Issues
win indude problems with intimacy
and commitment, the missing father.
changing roles of women. Facilitated
by Rick L~nch, psychotherapist in
private practice, active in Men's
Movement several years, who has
studied with Roben Bly & James
Hillman. 874-0681.
AUDREY'S BACK!! Better than ever!
Psychic panies, spiritual readings.
Classes starting . Call or leave message on machine and I'll call back. 1934-4918.
Couples Therapy Group now forming, Scarborough. Carole Burstein,
Ph. D.. Jungian Therapist, David
Finkelhor Ph.D.. Director- Family
Violence Research Laboratory, Durham. NH. For more information- 8834989.
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COUNSEUNG
Donna Godfrey, M.Ed.
Assistance in recognizing destruaive panerns in your life,
overcoming fe:u and living life joyfully.
361 Ri. 1, Falmouth, Me. 04105

(207) 781-4842

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah J. Bulley, LCSW
Psychotherapist
• Ltf~ Tra...,ltio1f • R~l4l101f$blp AddIclio1fs
• ~if Est.eemlEmpowermntl • Guided P~I1fg

871-9256

1985 AUDI 5000S.lvory, four door,
five speed. Car is too big for just
one. Beautiful car for family. One
owner, Great condition and reliable.
Asking $5950 . Call 828-0431 .
1988 Blazer Silverado, full size, all
options, 1 owner, black with red
velour interior, aluminum wheels,
$10,900. or best offer. Tel.773-1069.
FREE! FREE! FREE! Junk car
removal. Any condition, car carriers
available. Call 774-0268.

..

For sale: 1983 Honda Prelude, blue,
automatic, 64,000 miles. Automatic,
sunrool, air conditioning, no rust,
new paint. $6000. Call Sara, days,
761-0900, nights 773-5282.
Used Auto for sale- 1989 Saab 900S
Complete service records, sunroof,
pull out Kenwood Stereo, Power
windows and doors, etc, . 27,600
miles, $15.000 f~m. 854-2220.

childcare "
Seeking mature woman to care for 2
year-old in my South Portland home,
2-3 mornings a week. Must have experience , transponation and references. Lovely child, nice neighborhood.
Call 767-5659 anytime.

employment
RESEARCH ASSISTANT: Innovative
firm conducting health services and
epidemiology research seeks a parttime RESEARCH ASSISTANT with
computer and research experience.
BA required. Applicants send letter
of intent and resume to : Public
Health Resource Group, Inc., 60
York Street, Portland, ME 04101 .

music lessons
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• Co-dcpendence
• Groupo
• Couples

1980 Saab 900 GLE. Southern car, 4
door, automatic, AlC. 88,000 miles.
$2750. or best offer. 772-7880, leave
message .

Beginners, all ages, learn plano,
keyboards, drums in your home. No
recitals. Pertormance in Music
Recreation Programs with guest artists for Senior Citizens - optional.
Call Sandy, 772-5636, leave message.
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR!! . Kathleen Austin. B.M. Berkiee College of
Music, offers patient, experienced instruction and specializes in beginning and intermediate levels. All
ages welcome. 878-3618.
VOICE- PIANO. Classical. Broadway
Musicals and Opera. Student rates,
South Portland area. Master of
Music, 799-9056

GUITAR LESSONS
from punk to funk
from be-bop 10 hip-bop

biz services
BACKDROP RENTALS for photography, window display and advertising. Several styles available. Can
also do customized orders . For further information call Laurie anytime
at 874-2853, leave message.
BRENDA'S CRITIER SITIER SERVICE will provide your pets the care
they need while you're away for the
Holidays! weekends, right at their
own home. Call now for your upcoming special events. 773-0602.
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.
DOG WALKER - Dog needs more
exercise , but you don't have the
time? I'll walk and exercise it for you .
I am very responsible, experienoed,
and good with dogs. Call Stuan lor
arrangements, .879-0314.
END
YOUR
CI,.EANING
NIGHTMARES!! "I Dream Of Cleaning" your home. Reliable, through,
professional service. Weekly, bimonthly, monthly. one time home
cleanings. References available. Call
Martha, 773-8784.
HATE TO WRITE LETTERS? Let me
write lyrical, lucid, letter-perfect personaVbusiness letters for you . The
right words for many occasions . Call
LETTER BY LETIER, 773-4772.
HOME- OFFICE- CONDO- Don't
have the time to do those everyday
chores? Cleaning. Daily. weekly, and
monthly rates. References provided.
Call us today for a FREE estimate.
879-7049.
HOUSE-SITIER AVAILABLE for winter 90191. ResponSible, mature,
references . I live for free (or very inexpensively); YOU live worry free.
Jonathan, 761-5812.
House Keeping Services with a personal touch . I offer a through,
dependable, professional cleaning at
a good rate. Weekly, bi-weekly,
monthly or for special occasions . Excellent references . Call Lisa. 7751034.
INTERIORS ONLY- We oHer a complete cleaning of your car's interior.

Carole B" Curran, MS, CSW-IP
co~or,hyp~,p~c
871-00~2

personal development classes
relaxat.too, healinIJ, meditation, psychic

BOOKKEEPING,
ACCOUNTING
AND
TAX
PREPARATION
for
businesses and individuals. High
caliber work at affordable rates. 17
years experience. Steve McCracken
Accounting Serivces 797-4510.

- REPAIR CARS
-CLEAN HOUSES

- NEED ROOMMATES

STUDIOS in a place where all your
neighbors are anisls- THE ARTISTS'
STUDIOS- a seeurity minded, historical , downtown building restored
to meet the artist's needs, from pressed tin ceilings to life drawing
groups All utilities included. No hidden costs. Call us today, 799-4759.

- CATER PARTIES

-TEACH MUSIC
-RENT HOMES
-TAKE PICIURES
- HAVE KITfENS

- NEED EMPLOYEES
- PAINT HOUSES
-BABYSIT
-WANTA DATE
- SEll YOUR STUFF
Choose Casco Bay Weekly

offices/rent
OFFICES FOR RENT. Two attractive
office spaces available in professional co-op of non-smoking designers and illustrators. You need not
be an artist. Full kitchen, share
copiers and FAX. Easy parking and
access. $185. and $205. plus
utilities. 774-4977 or 772-3992.

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the
first prize winner. The second
prize winner receives a $15
gift certificate from Lola's
Kitchen. Drawings are done
atrandom. Contestants are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span.
Only one entry is allowed per
person per week.
All entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by
Wed" Oct. 31. The solution to
this week's puzzle will appear
in the Nov. 8 issue of Casco
Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:

Real Puzzle #43
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

MACINTOSH SPECIALIST -typesetting and design. 207-761-4684 .

real estate

studio/rent

Each of the words in the
left-hand col umn should have
been set in one of the typefaces in the right-hand column.
And vice versa.
We'd like you to match
them up (in both directions)
by drawing lines between the
pairs.
For example, the word
"Whoops" would be more appropriate in the shattered
typeface ("Sincerely"). The
word "Sincerely," on the other
hand, would look better in the
typewriter face ("Wanted"),
You get the idea.
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'. 1990 United Feature SyndIcate.

JUST RESUMES. Let the experts
create a winning resume perteet for
you. Laser printing. Low rates. Satisfaction guaranteed. 772-61/6 .

Jeff Weinberger
772-0208

TAKE OVER PAYMENTS! Charming
3 bedroom house on Peaks Island.
Totally rennovated. New kitchen and
bath . Near ocean. $3000. down.
(Can
be
bugeted).
766-2227,
evenings.

Face-off

We'll make your vehicle's interior
look like new again I We are a mobile
service, we come to you at your convienience, home, work etc. Commercial accounts welcome. Why pay
more when professionals will do it for
less? For a FREE ESTIMATE call
879-0314.

t>ddictions • "lI>-dyi"IJ • be,di"IJ • '/>iritwtol

sucuss- p.nonal ,..,Ii bwsil'lCSS

27

as a vehicle for delivering
the message about your
business to the Portland
area's most active readets.
Our readers want quality
service and professionals
they can trust. Help them
find you in the caw
Classi.fleds
Questions?
Contact Sharon Junken at
775-6601

Solution to Real Puzzle #41
Carmen (Miranda), the
"Lady in the Tutti Frutti Hat,"
and Chiquita (Banana) generally account for the majority
of errors. We got Carmen's
hat from Busby Berkeley's The
Gang's All Here (1943) and
Chiquita'sfroma banana label
(1990).
Thecompletesolution,for
those of you who are hatwracked:
19
18
24
30
14
1
2
20
25
3
12
22
10
17

Darth (Vader)
Annette (Funicello)
Otto (von Bismarck)
Carmen (Miranda)
Minnie (Pearl)
Bobby (Robert Peel)
A.J, (Foyt)
Teddy (Roosevelt)
Sydney (Greenstreet)
Neil (Armstrong)
Sally (Fields)
Bella (Abzug)
W.e. (Fields)
Fearless (Fosdick)

8 Dick (Tracy)
6 Dick's (Nixon's) guard
5 Liz (Windsor)
21 Karol (Wojtyla)
4 Frankie (Sinatra)
9 Beau (Geste)
28 Basil (Rathbone)
29 Lloyd (Bridges)
7 Doug (MacArthur)
16 Ruhollah (Khomeini)
13 Chiquita (Banana)
23 Maurice (Chevalier)
15 George (Patton, ore. Scott)
27 Harry (Houdini)
11 Napoleon (Bonaparte)
26 "Mad" (Hatter)
Hats off to Claire Putnam
of Portland, who wins a visit
to Alberta's, and to Sara L.
Fenton, also of Portland, who
can hang her hat at Lola's.

(Don Rubin' 5 book,
BRAINSTORMS, was recently
published by Harper and Row.)

